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Chapter 1 
 
General Introduction 
 
1.1. Photosynthesis1-4  
 Energy issue is one of the big problems which human beings have to solve. Lots of 
countries depend on the fossil fuels as main energy source, however fossil fuels are 
limited resources, thus the development of the alternative energy resources is crucial 
important question. To solve this problem, solar energy, geothermal energy, wind power 
energy, tidal energy and other alternative energy are receiving a lot of attention as new 
energy sources. Especially, solar energy has attracted great attention as a new clean 
energy resource, and several types of the system, such as solar cells, have been 
developed and have attracted great research interest in several decades. However, one of 
the weak points of the solar energy cannot be stored, and energy conversion systems in 
which sunlight energy is transferred to storable energies are eagerly anticipated.  
The photosynthesis in the plant is one of the great processes to utilize the sun light 
energy as an energy resource. The reaction of photosynthesis is as follows.  
 
 
 
The carbohydrates synthesized by photosynthesis reaction are important energy sources 
to creatures, which are not only the plants but also animals. It should be noted that the 
6 H2O + 6 CO2→ 6O2 + CH2O( )6
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solar energy, which will not be able to stored, is converted to the chemical energy, 
which has chemical stability and can be stored. This energy conversion system would 
be expected as a model for effective utilization of the solar energy to solve the energy 
resources problem. A general outline of photosynthesis is (i) A light-harvesting 
complexes in a thylakoid membrane absorb the sunlight. (ii) The harvested excitation 
energy is transferred to a reaction center by an energy transfer reaction. (iii) The 
excitation energy is converted to electrochemical energy by a charge separation reaction 
in the reaction center. (iv) NADPH and ATP are synthesized by the result of proton 
transfer coupled with electron transportations. (v) NADPH and ATP induce the 
synthesis of carbohydrate from CO2 and H2O. However, the detail mechanism of 
photosynthesis abundantly complicated, many researchers have investigated the 
mechanism of each step of photosynthesis by each original approaches to reveal the 
detail mechanism of photosynthesis.  
 
1.2. Functionality and structure of the light harvesting system and reaction 
center5-12,115 
 As described in 1.1 in chapter 1, lots of researchers have investigated to reveal the 
mechanism of the photosynthesis. Especially the initial process of the photosynthesis 
has attracted great research interests because of the uniqe photo-functionality. Sunlight 
energy is absorbed in the light harvesting system at initial process of photosynthesis, 
and the excitation energy is transported to reaction center via energy transfer reaction. 
The light harvesting complexes consist of the core-antenna and peripheral antenna. The 
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core antenna was constructed around the reaction center, and peripheral antenna inhibits 
around this reaction center – core antenna complex. The peripheral antenna has crucial 
roles to adapt successfully to the environment changes, such as the strength of the light. 
These light-harvesting systems consist of chlorophylls, bacteriochlorophylls, and 
carotenoids which have a large molar extinction coefficient. Recently, the structure of 
the light harvesting complexes has been investigated by X-ray and microscopy analysis, 
and it is revealed that assembled dyes compose the light harvesting system. The image 
of the light harvesting system in Rps. acidophyla bacteria was shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Light harvesting system in Rps. acidophyla bacteria7 
 
To realize the functionality as the light harvesting system, not only the appropriate 
functional dyes, but also this beautiful assembled structure composed of functional dyes 
are necessary. 
 On the other hand, electron transfer reaction, which is thought to be the essential for 
the light reaction of photosynthesis, proceeds in the reaction center. This process is 
extremely important from the point of view of the energy conversion, and there are lots 
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of researches regarding to the reaction center of the photosynthesis. The structure of the 
reaction center has been also investigated with X-ray or other techniques, and the 
dynamics of electron transfer reaction in the reaction center has been investigated with 
the laser flash photolysis and time resolved electron spin resonance. The structural 
image of the reaction center is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Image of the reaction center115 
 
The photoinduced electron transfer reaction has researched as one of the fundamental 
photoreaction for a long time. Photoinduced electron transfer is an excited state electron 
transfer process by which excited electron is transferred from donor to acceptor. Due to 
this reaction, the radical ion pair (donor cation radical and acceptor anion radical) is 
generated, and it is called charge separation state. Generally, charge separation state is 
promptly decreased via back electron transfer or charge recombination, which is the 
electron transfer reaction from acceptor anion radical to donor cation radical, thus life 
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time of the charge separation state is not long. However, long-lived charge separation 
state is achieved in the reaction center by suppression of the charge recombination of 
radical ion pair. The electron transfer reaction in the reaction center is the successive 
reaction, that is (i) excitation of the special pair which would be dimer of 
chlorophyll-a,(ii) photoinduced electron transfer reaction to bacteriopheophytin, (iii) 
electron transfer reaction from bacteriopheophytin to quinone-a, (iv) electron transfer 
reaction from quinone-a to quinone-b. The time scale of the each electron transfer 
reaction in the reaction center is summarized in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. Energydiagram of the electron transfer reaction in the reaction center 
 
As summarized in Figure 3, the stepwise electron transfer reactions proceed and the 
charge recombination reactions are suppressed in every process. One of the important 
factors to suppress the charge recombination is the apposite reorganization energy, 
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which is required energy for the reorganization of the solvent around the ion and 
reorganization of the molecule structures. In addition, the stepwised charge 
transportation is also crucial important point to achieve the long-lived charge separation 
state, and assembly of the molecules would be also important to achieve this stepwise 
electron transfer reaction as described in later.  
 
1.3. Dependency of the inter distance and relative orientation of the molecules on 
photochemical reactions13-26 
 Energy transfer and electron transfer reaction are two of the most important interaction 
between excited molecules and other grand state molecule. The paradigm of the energy 
transfer and electron transfer reaction is shown in Scheme 1. 
 
A*+B→ A+B* (a)
A*+B→ A+• +B−• (b)  
Scheme 1. Paradigm of the energy transfer reaction (a) and electron transfer reaction (b) 
 
where * indicates electrically excited state, A and B indicates donor and acceptor in 
each reaction, respectively. The energy transfer reaction can be categorized into three 
types by their mechanism. In this section, the energy transfer reaction by the 
dipole-dipole interaction is mainly described. The energy transfer reaction by the 
dipole-dipole interaction is known as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (generally 
called FRET) or Förster-type energy transfer. This dipole-dipole interaction occurs 
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through oscillating electrical field, and it should be noted that FRET does not involve 
the overlap of the orbital. The theoretical energy transfer rate constant for Förster-type 
is expressed in following equation 1. 
 
    (eq. 1) 
 
where φD is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor molecules, n is reflective index 
of the medium, N is Avogadro’s number, is the orientation factor, τD is the excited 
life-time of donor in the absence of acceptor, R is the inter molecular distance between 
energy donor and acceptor (center to center), and the integral part represents the spectral 
overlap between absorption spectrum of energy acceptor and fluorescence spectrum of 
energy donor, respectively. On the other hand, electron transfer reaction whose 
paradigm is showed in scheme 1-(b) requires the orbital overlap. The inter molecular 
distance dependency of the electron transfer reaction has been investigated for a long 
time, the theory of the electron transfer has been developed by Murcus, Libby, Rehm, 
Weller and other huge number of researchers. It has revealed the dependency of the 
electron transfer reaction on inter distance and relative orientation of the molecules 
between electron donor and acceptor as shown in following equation 2.  
 
kel = kel0 exp −β(d − d0 )[ ]        (eq. 2) 
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where kel indicates electron transfer rate constant, β is the orbital parameter which is in 
inverse proportion to overlap integration of the orbital of electron donor and acceptor, d 
is the inter molecular distance between electron donor and acceptor, d0 is the van der 
Waals distance. Considering these dependencies of the energy transfer and electron 
transfer reaction on the inter distance and relative orientation between donor and 
acceptor molecules, control of these parameter is thought to be the crucial point to 
control these reaction and to realize the excellent photo-functionalities such as light 
harvesting system and reaction center. 
  
1.4. Assemblies of the organic molecules and their photo-functionality27-52 
 As described in above section, assemble structures of photo-functional dyes show the 
unique photochemical or photophysical proterties such as light harvesting system and 
reaction center in natural photosynthesis. Inspired these researches, the assembly of the 
organic molecules has been investigated in several decades, and photo-functionalities of 
the assembled functional dyes have been demonstrated in the several system. One of the 
central systems to assemble the functional dyes is the covalent linked system where 
functional dyes are linked via covalent bond. The functional dyes are linked via 
covalent bond in this system, thus inter-molecular distances and relative orientation 
between energy donor and acceptor were strongly immobilized. The energy transfer 
or/and electron transfer reaction have been investigated between covalent linked a donor 
molecule and an acceptor molecule in several decades. These crucial works have 
developed the theories of these reactions and achieved the efficiently energy transfer 
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reaction and long-lived charge separation state. In the context of these great works, the 
energy / electron transfer reaction has been investigated between several donors and 
acceptors in recent years. Gust et al. investigated an antenna property of molecule 
shown in Figure 4, and they revealed the pH dependency of the energy transfer behavior 
this dye. 
 
Figure 4. Structure of the antenna molecule synthesized and investigated by Gust et al.32 
 
The molecule featured five porphyrin antenna moieties and a pH-sensitive dye. The 
energy transfer behavior was significantly depends on the pH values. Okada and 
co-workers synthesized a huge antenna molecule, as it is called dendrimer, as shown in 
Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Dendrimer type antenna molecule reported by Okada et al.35 
 
The energy transfer reaction took place from peripheral porphyrin molecules to the 
central porphyrin molecule judging from time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. 
These researches constitute a new and important step to achieve the artificial light 
harvesting system. However, the synthesis and purification of the molecules are 
generally complicated, and these complications are bottlenecks for this covalent bonded 
system. On the other hand, supra molecules system would be another central system to 
construct the assembly of the functional dyes. It is supposed that dye aggregation, 
whose theory was established by Kasha et al., in solution is the pioneer works for 
construction of the dye assembly in solution. This supra molecules assembly is thought 
to be the flagship to construct the dyes assembly which has superior photo-functionality 
such as artificial light harvesting system. For example, Kobuke and co-workers have 
reported the ring shaped supra molecules system similar to the light harvesting system 
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composed of the Zinc porphyrin derivatives. 
 
Figure 6. Supramolecular porphyrin macro-rings reported by Kobuke et al.44 
 
Tamiaki et al. reported the supramolecular chlorin assembly as artificial lightharvesting 
device (Figure 7). An efficient energy transfer between porphyrins took place in the dye 
assembly.  
 
Fig. 14 Complementary coordination polymers 26P and 27P, and
the unit molecules.
dependent on the concentration. The average number has been
estimated to produce more than a 700-mer for 26P in CHCl3 from
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) data, and a 45-mer for 27P
in 5.8 × 10−5 M CHCl3 from the self-association constant.
The absorption spectrum of polymer 26P shows split Soret
bands at 408.5 and 489.5 nm, which are blue- and red-shifted
by −528 and 1357 cm−1, respectively, compared to the Soret band
of the corresponding monomer 26M-Py (Fig. 15). Polymeric 27P
also shows split Soret bands at 432 and 490.5 nm, whereas the
dissociated monomer 27M-Py shows split Soret bands at 437 and
473.5 nm.The absorption spectrumof bothpolymers covers awide
wavelength range of visible light. The fluorescence spectrum of
polymeric 26P does not show any obvious quenching,55 indicating
a potential use in light-harvesting antennae. The fluorescence was
quenched efficiently when an acceptor molecule was introduced at
the terminal position.47 This means that excitation takes place at
any location in the assembly, and that the energy is transferred to
the terminal acceptor.
Fig. 15 UV–vis absorption spectra of 26M-Py, 26P, 27M-Py, and 27P.
(Key: polymer and dimer = black, monomer = grey.)
When complementary dimer motifs are connected by non-
linear spacers, macrocyclic oligomers are produced spontaneously
under diluted conditions without the formation of polymeric
side products. The size of the macroring is easily controlled by
the angle between the two connecting bonds. In the case of
m-phenylene-linked bis(imidazolyl-zinc-porphyrins), pentameric
and hexameric supramolecular macrorings, C-P5 and C-P6, are
formed56 (Fig. 16). To determine the exact assembly number
using mass spectrometry, the macrorings were covalently linked
using a ring-closingmetathesis reaction.56b,57 The covalently linked
macrorings did not dissociate under the conditions used in the
mass spectrometer, not even when using coordinating solvents,
such as pyridine. Two different sized macrorings were separated
using GPC.
Fig. 16 Supramolecular porphyrin macrorings C-P5, C-P6, C-EP5, and
C-EP6 with reference porphyrins A, B, and C.
Thephotophysical dynamics ofC-P5 andC-P6were determined
using reference porphyrins A, B, and C through nanosecond
time-resolved fluorescence and fluorescence decay anisotropy, and
femtosecond transient absorption (TA) and transient absorption
anisotropy (TAA).58 The fast excitation-energy hopping (EEH)
rates in the rings were also determined using the latter two
methods. The TAA decay reflects the depolarization of the exciton
that is initially localized in weakly coupled multi-chromophores.
The EEH parameters between the two zinc porphyrin monomers
in the cofacial dimer and the cofacial porphyrin dimers in
the macrorings were obtained from the data. Exciton–exciton
annihilation processes occur in light-harvesting antenna systems
under multi-photon absorption conditions. These processes are
also associated with the EEH value.59 Pump power-dependent
1686 | Org. Biomol. Chem., 2007, 5, 1679–1691 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2007
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Figure 7. The assembly strucuture of chlorins investigated by Tamiaki and co-workers31 
 
The constructions of the supramolecular assembly in the solid state and their 
photo-functionalities have been demonstrated. Hupp and co-workers have reported the 
energy transfer and energy migration proceed in the ordered metal organic frameworks 
system. The structural image and photograph of obtained crystal is shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. Structural image and photograph of the metal organic frameworks reported by 
Hupp and co-workers48 
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The excitation energies were migrated between energy donor (bodipy), which show the 
green fluorescence, and energy transfer took place between bodipy and energy acceptor 
molecule (porphyrin), which shows the red fluorescence. Kuhn, Moebius and 
co-workers focus attention on self-assembled monolayer dyes obtained by Langmuir- 
-Blodgett (LB) technique. They have investigated the electron and energy transfer 
reaction between J-aggregate (head to tail type aggregate) of amphiphilic cyanines in 
LB film. These crucial works have verified the dependency of the energy transfer 
reaction on distance. Whitten and co-workers reported the “super quenching”, that is the 
quenching of the large number of donor molecules by the small number of quencher 
molecules, in the J-aggregate type assembly system. These crucial works, in which the 
properties of Frenkel exciton was deftly utilized, have much greater hope for 
construction of the artificial light harvesting system, because the essence of this 
investigation, that is the concentration of light energy absorbed by donor molecules to 
the small number of acceptor molecules, is resemble to the light harvesting system. 
 
1.5. Gold nano particles53-82 
The above section explains the assembly structure of organic molecules and 
functionality of them, but the assembly structure of inorganic nano-particles is another 
interesting topic investigated in recently years. It has been revealed that the nanometer 
order inorganic nano particles show the interesting optical, electrical and magnetical 
properties which are different from the properties of bulk materials in several decades. 
Especially, gold nano particle has been gathering the attention since Haruta and 
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co-workers reported the catalysis activity of the gold nano particles deposited on the 
supporting materials surfaces. In addition to this pioneer works, the synthesis of the 
gold nano cluster stabilized by protective reagent reported by Schumid and Brust et al. 
would be the breakthrough for the investigation of gold nano clusters. Recently, there 
are huge number of the reports of gold nano cluster and their properties. Schmid defined 
the cluster as the nano particles which was exactly defined in chemical composition and 
structure. On the other hand, assembly of the gold nano clusters also has investigated 
with the development of the synthesis technique of the gold nano clusters. Teranishi and 
co-workers demonstrate the excellent assembly of gold nano cluster at the air-liquid 
interface by π-π interaction of the ligand as shown in Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9. The gold nano cluster assembly reported by Teranishi et al. 
(Inset is the fast Fourier transform spots)70  
assembled into a number of isolated hcp domains (∼100 nm ×
∼100 nm, Figure 7). The mean interparticle spacing between
the neighboring particle edges is estimated from the TEM image
to be 1.9 ( 0.3 nm, which is compatible with that for the self-
assembled superlattices directly formed on an amorphous-
carbon-coated copper grid, indicating that the interligand pi-pi
interaction also induces the formation of hcp superlattices at
the air-water interface. The interligand pi-pi interaction was
also implied by the small-angle X-ray diffraction of 1.5 nm TC8-
BIP-Au nanoparticle powder (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information), which was obtained by the precipitation from a
TC8BIP-Au DMF solution with methanol. The mean interpar-
ticle spacing was calculated as 2.2 nm from a diffraction peak
at 2.06° assigned to the (111) plane for the 3D superlattice of
1.5 nm TC8BIP-Au nanoparticles. This value is roughly
consistent with that for a 2D superlattice within error, indicating
that there is an interdigitation or overlap of BIP groups (0.8
nm).
The UV-vis spectra of different amounts of TC8BIP-Au
nanoparticles on quartz substrates were measured to spectro-
scopically confirm the existence of a pi-pi interaction (Figure
8). TC8BIP-Au nanoparticle chloroform solutions with two
concentrations (3 and 30 mM) were deposited onto quartz
substrates to form self-assembled domains of nanoparticles. The
absorption peak of the BIP groups for 3 mM TC8BIP-Au
nanoparticles was centered at 324 nm, whereas that of the 30
mM nanoparticles occurs at 321 nm. Since highly concentrated
nanoparticles form multilayer topology, the extent of pi-pi
stacking between the BIP rings is much higher in the vertical
Figure 8. UV-vis spectra of TC8BIP-Au nanoparticles on quartz
substrates. TC8BIP-Au nanoparticle chloroform solutions of (a) 3 mM
(dotted line) and (b) 30 mM (solid line) concentration were deposited. The
spectra were normalized with BIP pi-pi* absorbance.
Figure 9. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of long-range-ordered hcp 2D superlattices of 1.5 nm TC8BIP-Au nanoparticles after annealing at 50 °C for
12 h. The dark domains indicated by arrows are bilayers. (b) Enlarged TEM image of (a). (c) TEM image of a nearly perfectly ordered hcp 2D superlattice
of 1.5 nm TC8BIP-Au nanoparticles. The insets show FFT spots of each superlattice.
A R T I C L E S Kanehara et al.
13090 J. AM. CHEM. SOC. 9 VOL. 128, NO. 40, 2006
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The well ordered gold nano clusters attracted much attention for their potential in 
single-electron-tunneling devices. However, the protective ligand which requires to 
stabilize and to assemble the gold nano cluster affect the properties of gold nano 
clusters. Teranishi and co-workers demonstrated that, for ∼2 nm alkanethiol-protected 
Au nanoparticles, the tunneling resistance of the alkanethiol layer changes from 8.5 GΩ 
(1-octanethiol) to 500 MΩ (1-hexanethiol), implying that the shorter ligand is desirable 
for a drastic reduction of the tunneling resistance. Considering this demonstration, the 
utilization of strong protecting reagents, such as thiol derivatives, is not favored for the 
some further applications.  
 
1.6. Host materials as a reaction field83-100 
 Various host materials, such as micelle, clathrate, mesoporous materials, zeolites and 
nano-sheet materials have been investigated in several decades, and the guest organic 
molecules in the nano-spaces in these host materials shows interesting photo-physical 
and photochemical behaviors which are different from photochemical or photochemical 
behaviors in solution. Especially, layered material is one of the interesting host 
materials because of the unique nano spaces supplied by the nano-sheets. We focused 
on the clay minerals, which is one of the well-known inorganic layered materials, as the 
pho-chemical reaction fields. Typical clay layer consists of two sheets of tetrahedral 
layer and an octahedral layer as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. The structure of saponite clay mineral 
 
The nano-sheet of the clay minerals is two dimensionally expanded with 10-1000 nm 
(diameter), and the thickness of the neno-sheets is 0.97 nm. The surfaces of the clay 
minerals have negatively charge by the isomorphous-replacement of element in the 
layer. Owing to the charges, the interlayer of the clay minerals can swelled, and each 
nano-sheets can be exfoliated each other in some conditions. This swelling and 
exfoliation ability depends on the exchangeable cation and the type of the clay minerals.  
Some researchers revealed dependency of the interlayer distance on the relative 
humidity and counter cation. Clay minerals are classified by the their structure, 
chemical formulation and the charge exchangeable capacity. A general classification of 
clay minerals is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Classification of the clay minerals85 
 
 
Lots of the clay minerals has been reported several production area. Also clay minerals 
can be synthesized via hydrothermal reaction, and some researchers reported the novel 
mild condition synthesis method of the clay minerals. The chemical structure and 
composition of synthetic clay minerals is changeable by the synthetic procedure and the 
precursors. Bujdak et al. has been reported a unique technique to control the charge 
T. Shichi, K. Takagi / Journal of Photochemistry and Photobiology C: Photochemistry Reviews 1 (2000) 113–130 115
Table 1
Classification of clay minerals
Clay Ideal composition Mint(Moct)(Mtetra)O1(OH)m·nH2Oa Layer type Schematic structureb
1:1
Kaolinite group (charge density ∼ 0 per unit)
Kaolinite (Al2)(Si2)O5(OH4) Dioctahedral
Halloysite (Al2)(Si2)O5(OH4)·2H2O Dioctahedral
Serpentine group (charge density ∼ 0 per unit)
Serpentine (Mg6)(Si4)O10(OH)8 Trioctahedral
2:1
Pylophyllite group (charge density ∼ 0 per unit)
Pyrophyllite (Al2)(Si4)O10(OH)2 Dioctahedral
Talc (Mg3)(Si4)O10(OH)2 Trioctahedral
Smectite group (charge density: x ∼ 0.2–0.6 per unit)
Montmorillonite Mx (Al2−xMgx )(Si4)O10(OH)2·nH2O Dioctahedral
Beidellite Mx (Al2)(Si4−xAlx )O10(OH)2·nH2O Dioctahedral
Nontronite Mx (Fe23+)(Si4−xAlx )O10(OH)2·nH2O Dioctahedral
Saponite Mx (Mg3)(Si4−xAlx )O10(OH)2·nH2O Trioctahedral
Hectorite Mx (Mg3−xLix )(Si4)O10(OH)2·nH2O Trioctahedral
Vermiculite group (charge density: x ∼ 0.6–0.9 per unit)
Dioctahedral vermiculite Mx (Al2−yFe43+)(Si4−xAlx )O10(OH)2·nH2O Dioctahedral
Trioctahedral vermiculite Mx (Mg3)(Si4−xAlx )O10(OH)2·nH2O Trioctahedral
Mica group (charge density: x ∼ 0.6–1 per unit)
Mica (muscovite) K(Al2)(Si3Al)O10(OH)2 Dioctahedral
Illite Kx (Al2)(Si4−xAlx )O10(OH)2 Dioctahedral
Biotite K[(Mg, Fe2+)(Fe3+, Al, Ti)](Si, Al)4O10(OH)2 Trioctahedral
Chlorite group
Cookeite [LiAl2(OH)6][(Al2)(Si3Al)O10(OH)2] Dioctahedral
Clinochlore [Mg2Al (OH)6][(Mg3)(Si3Al)O10(OH)2] Trioctahedral
Chamosite [Fe2Al (OH)6][(Mg3)(Si3Al)O10(OH)2] Trioctahedral
Channel type
Sepiolite M2+(x+y+2z)/2(Mg8−y−zMy3+!z)
(Si12−xMx3+)O30(OH)4(OH2)4·8H2O
Palygorskite M2+(x−y+2z)/2(Mg5−y−zMy3+!z)
(Si8−xMx3+)O20(OH)2(OH2)4·4H2O
a Mint: intercalated metal cations; Moct: cations occupying octahedral position; Mtetra: cations occupying tetrahedral position.
b : tetrahedral sheet; : octahedral sheet; : OH surface; #: H2O; ⊕: interlayer cation.
1.2. Intercalation of the organic guest molecules in clays
Montmorillonite can efficiently adsorb various organic
c mpounds, ionic or neutral, within its interlayers. The in-
tercalation is quite easily accomplished by magnetic stirring
of the clay dispersed aqueous solution with an appropriate
amount of guest ions dissol ed in water or sometimes added
directly as a powder. Such intercalation can be utilized as a
probe for the identification of 2:1 type clay minerals [7,11].
Due to the ionic exchange with the exchangeable alkali ions,
generally, more than 95% of the guest ions are incorporated
on the basis of the CEC of the clay [12,13]. Also, non-ionic
guests with large dipole moments such as ketones and nitriles
can be adsorbed to the exchangeable metallic ions within the
layers according to their coordination with the ionic sites in
the interlayers [6].
The anisotropic nature of intercalated guests molecules
has been observed since the beginning of clay chemistry.
The adsorption property in clays permits the mutual interac-
tion of the incorporated guests which form self-assembling
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density of Montmorillonite, which is one of the typical clay minerals. The details of the 
clay minerals (structure, composition and so on) is characterized by NMR, X-ray 
diffraction, elemental analysis, electron microscopy, scanning probe microscopy, and 
other techniques. The clay minerals have been attracted attention as a host materials and 
reaction fields same as other layered materials. One of the interesting properties of the 
layered materials is the interlayer space between the stacked nano-sheets. As described 
above, this interlayer space is changeable by their medium and guest materials. For 
example, it has been revealed that the intercalation of the cationic surfactant induces the 
expanding of the interlayer spaces. It has been researched not only these intercalation 
reactions of the surfactant but also the intercalation reaction of the guest dyes and the 
photochemical / photo-physical properties of these hybrid materials. In addition, the 
clay nano-sheets can be exfoliated and well dispersed in some of the solvents. Synthetic 
saponite is exfoliated and dispersed in water, and this exfoliated clay nano-sheets supply 
the two-dimensional flat interface. These exfoliated or stacked clay nano-sheets 
performs as the host materials for cationic dyes which adsorbs on clay surfaces via 
electrostatic interaction, and some of the these guest dyes on clay minerals shows the 
unique photo-physical or photochemical properties which is different from the 
properties in solution. 
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1.7. Assembly of the dyes on the clay surfaces101-114 
 The adsorption behavior and photo-physical properties of cationic dyes on the surfaces 
/ interlayer spaces of exfoliated clay have been investigated in several decades. The 
cationic dyes can adsorb on the clay surfaces via electrostatic interaction and 
hydrophobic interaction in aqueous media. The researches demonstrated by Takagi and 
co-workers have revealed the adsorption behaviors of the multivalent cationic dyes on 
saponite clay surfaces. In their works, they demonstrate the formation of the unique 
hybrid materials composed of multivalent cationic dyes and saponite clay. The chemical 
composition of the saponite clay is expressed as 
[(Si7.20Al0.80)(Mg5.97Al0.03)O20(OH)4]−0.77(Na0.77)+0.77. The saponite clay is one of the 
trioctahedral smectite, and their diameter and thickness is ca. 20 nm and 0.97 nm, 
respectively. The replacement of Al3+ with Si4+ in tetrahedoral layer produces the 
anionic charges on the surfaces of clay nano-sheets, and counter cation of these anionic 
sites (generally Na+) are exchangeable other cation. The average inter anionic distance 
is calculated as 1.2 nm from the cation exchange capacity of the synthetic saponite (1.00 
× 10-3 eq g-1) and their theoretical surface area (7.5 × 102 m2) on the basis of hexagonal 
array. This saponite clay is characterized as (i) transparency in the visible region 
because of not including the transition metal and weak Rayleigh / Mie scatter, (ii) cation 
exchangeable ability, (iii) flat and wide surfaces area, (iv) exfoliation or stack ability 
(depending on their medium). Takagi and co-workers have demonstrated the formation 
of the unique complex composed from multivalent cationic dyes and saponite clay, and 
they have investigated photochemical and photo-physical properties of the adsorbed 
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dyes on the saponite clay surfaces. Kerry, Takagi and Kawamata and other researchers 
have reported that the absorption spectra for adsorbed cationic porphyrin molecules 
(tetrakis(1-methylpyridinium-4-yl) porphyrin, abbreviated as TMPyP) on clay / 
intercalated in clay nano-sheets shows the red shift as shown in Figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 11. Absorption spectra of TMPyP (black line) in water, (red line) adsorbed on 
the clay surfaces, (blue line) intercalated in clay nano-sheets116  
 
These spectral shifts of porphyrin molecules are ascribed to the coplanarization of the 
porphyrin ring and meso substituted pyridinium ring. The adsorbed/non-adsorbed 
porphyrin can be realized from this absorption spectral change. The absorption spectra 
of the TMPyP at various loading level and concentration−absorbance plot 
(Lambert-Beer like plot) was shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Left: Absorption spectra for TMPyP on the clay surface at various CEC 
conditions. Right: Absorbance concentration plot for p-TMPyP at 450 nm and 420 nm. 
 
The shapes of absorption spectra was not changed up to 100% cation exchange capacity 
(CEC) of the saponite, and the plot linearity also kept up to 100% CEC of the saponite. 
The non-adsorbed TMPyP was observed over 100% versus CEC as shown in both of 
absorption spectra and Lambert-Beer like plot. These results indicate that TMPyP 
molecules adsorbed on saponite surfaces without aggregation till 100% versus CEC, 
and it also indicated that the TMPyP adsorb on the saponite surfaces with high density 
even at high dye loadings although the dyes adsorbed on solid surfaces tend to 
aggregation. The schematic representation for the TMPyP/clay complex is shown in 
Figure 13.  
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that there is no aggregation (aggregation is defined as the interaction between transition 
dipole moments of molecules). While organic molecules tend to be aggregated on the 
solid surfaces mainly due to the hydrophobic interaction in general, cationic porphyrin 
molecules can exist as a single molecule unit. The schematic representation for the p-
TMPyP/clay complex is shown in Figure 13. 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Left: Absorption spectra for p-TMPyP on the clay surface at various CEC 
conditions. Right: Absorbance concentration plot for p-TMPyP at 450 nm and 420 nm. 
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Figure 13. The schematic representation for TMPyP/clay complex. The average 
intermolecular distance under 100% CEC condition is 2.4 nm on the basis of a 
hexagonal array. 
 
Takagi and co-workers have investigated to reveal the mechanism of this unique 
adsorption behavior and the formation of the dyes assembly on clay surfaces by the 
systematic experiments using several types of porphyrin derivatives and several 
aniconic charge density saponite clay. It was revealed that the 100% CEC adsorption 
without aggregation is observed only for limited porphyrins having limited molecular 
structures via those investigations. They indicates the crucial point for this unique 
adsorption behavior of the multivalent cationic dyes on saponite clay surfaces is the 
matching of the inter charge distances of the clay minerals and of the multivalent 
cationic dyes, and this effect was named as “Size-Matching Effect”. The saturated 
absorption amount dependency on the range difference between inter cationic distance 
of porphyrin molecules and inter anionic distance on the saponite clay was summarized 
in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13. The schematic representation for p-TMPyP/clay complex. The average inter-
molecular distance under 100% CEC condition is 2.4 nm on the basis of a hexagonal 
array. 
 
  Takagi et al. revealed the mechanism of this nonaggregated high-density adsorption of 
p-TMPyP on the clay surface by the systematic experiments using several types of 
p hyrin deri atives. As a result, it was reveal d that the 100% CEC adsorption without 
aggregation is observed only for limited porphyrins having limited molecular structures. 
When the inter-cationic charge distance in the porphyrin molecules matches well to the 
inter-anionic charge distance on the clay surface, the 100% CEC adsorption without 
aggregation was realized. Takagi et al. named this effect a “Size-Matching Effect” 
(Figure 14). 
 
p-TMPyP (P) adsorbs on the 
clay su face 100% vs. CEC
Porphyrin A
p-TMPyP (P) and porphyrin A
(A) co-adsorb on the clay 
surface
Krel
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Figure 14. (a) The dependency of saturated absorption amount on the range difference 
between between inter cationic distance of porphyrin molecules and inter anionic 
distance on the saponite clay ( ΔL). 
 
The ΔL was calculated by following equation. 
ΔL = Lclay − Ldye (eq. 3) 
 
where Lclay indicates the inter anionic charge distance on saponite and Ldye indicates the 
inter cationic charge distance in porphyrin molecules, respectively. In the case of tetra 
cationic porphyrins-clay complexes, the average center-to-center intermolecular 
distance is calculated to be 2.4 nm at 100% CEC condition on the basis of hexagonal 
array. . Recently further investigation by Takagi and co-workers have suggested that 
this average intermolecular distance would be changeable by the host synthetic saponite 
whose charge density is controlled. This controlled assembly of porphyrin molecules on 
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the clay surfaces is most interesting from the viewpoint of photochemical reactions, 
since the some of the photochemical reactions depend on the intermolecular distance 
and relative orientation of the molecules. Also it should be noted that the aggregation 
behavior of the dyes was completely suppressed in this complex. The aggregation of the 
dyes should be suppressed because the aggregation induces the decreasing of the 
excited singlet lifetime of the dyes and complicated spectral changes.  
One of the advantages to construct the non-aggregated assembly of the porphyrin 
molecules on the clay surfaces is the simplified technique to construct the dye assembly  
 This novel technique to assemble the dyes on the clay surfaces is simplified compared 
to other self-assembly techniques, and it can be treated in water, which is the versatile 
and clean solvent. Furthermore, external force, such as surface tension utilized in 
Langmuir−Blodgett film is not necessary in this technique. Another advantage of this 
self−assembly technique is the flexibility. As described above, the essence for the 
formation of assemble structure is the matching of the inter-charge distances on the host 
and guest materials is the crucial point, thus it is possible to utilize the wide variety of 
the multivalent cationic dyes. Furthermore, the intermolecular distance can be adjusted 
by host saponite clay minerals.  
 
1.8. Purpose of this thesis 
As described in the general introduction, we have investigated the self-assembly of the 
cationic dyes on the clay surfaces. Inspired these previous works, the author examines 
the construction of the novel nano-structure materials composed of the inorganic 
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layered materials, then the functionalities of the materials was examined in this thesis. 
This thesis consists of the following three parts. 
 
(i) Construction of the gold nano particles assembly on the clay surfaces 
 In our groups’ previous work, we have demonstrated the construction of porphyrin 
molecules assembly on the clay surfaces. However, we have never investigated the 
construction of the inorganic nano particles assembly on the clay surfaces. In this 
section, we examined the construction of assembly of gold nano particles, which have 
unique behaviors inorganic nano particles, along with porphyrin molecules. The ideal 
image of the objective structure is shown in Figure 15. 
 
 
Figure 15. Ideal and objective structure of gold nano particles assembly on the clay 
surfaces 
 
(ii) Construction of a accumulated structure of porphyrin/clay complex and the 
photo-functionality of the porphyrin molecules 
 In our previous work, we have investigated the two dimensional assembly of the dyes 
on the clay surfaces. In this works, we examined the construction of the 
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three-dimensional structure based on the two-dimensional porphyrin assembly. 
Specifically, the porphyrin/clay complexes were accumulated on the substrate, and the 
aimed three-dimensional structure is alternately accumulated structure composed of 
porphyrin monolayer and clay layer. Also the photo-functionality of the porphyrin 
molecules sandwiched by clay nano-sheets was investigated. The ideal image of the 
objective structure is shown in Figure 16. 
 
 
Figure 16. The ideal structure of alternately accumulated structure composed of 
porphyrin molecules and clay minerals 
 
(iii) Construction of the three component dyes’ assembly on clay surfaces and the 
photochemical reaction flow control utilizing the molecular container 
 In this work, the non-aggregated assembly structure composed of three kinds of dyes 
was constructed on the clay surfaces. The image of the this system is shown in Figure 
17. 

	
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Figure 17. Image of the system in (iii) 
 
We demonstrated an energy transfer reaction and subsequent electron transfer reaction, 
which is photochemical reaction flow control in energy donor, energy acceptor (as well 
as electron donor) and electron acceptor assembly on inorganic surfaces. To suppress 
the side reaction and to control the reaction flow, the cationic capsule molecules, which 
is container-like clathrate compound, was utilized.  
 
The investigation of (i), (ii) and (iii) were described in Chapter 2-4, Chapter 5-6 and 
Chapter 7, respectively. Author examines the several approaches to construct the above 
novel nano-structure materials composed of the inorganic layered materials and to 
investigate their functionalities. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Generation of the Monodispersed Gold Nano Particles on the Clay Surfaces with 
Deposition Reduction Method 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 For constructing assembled structure of organic dyes, we have been focusing on using 
synthetic clay (saponite) as novel host materials for functional dyes.1-5 We reported that 
multivalent cationic dyes adsorb and assembled on saponite without aggregation. The 
formation of these novel un-aggregated dye assemblies on the clay surfaces is attributed 
to size matching of the distance between cationic site of the dyes and anionic site on the 
clay surfaces. We called this unique technique as Size matching effect or inter-charge 
distance matching effect as described in chapter 1.  However, we have never tried to 
construct the assembly of inorganic nano particles, although we have tried constructing 
the molecular assembly of cationic organic dyes on the clay surfaces. In this chapter, we 
examined to construct the assemble structure of gold nano particles as an inorganic NPs 
on the clay surfaces. Since Haruta et al. reported the catalytic activity of NPs, a lot of 
methods have been studied for generating gold NPs on the supporting materials.9-14 
Deposition reduction (DR) method is one of the methods to deposit gold NPs on the 
supporting material surfaces.15, 16 Although small size gold NPs (< 5 nm) can be 
obtained by this method, it is still difficult to control their homogeneity and suppress the 
aggregation of gold NPs perfectly. To realize the assembly of the gold NPs, the 
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suppression of aggregation and size control of the gold NPs is important. Protective 
reagents have been used for suppressing the aggregation of gold NPs.17, 18 For example, 
by using thiol derivatives as a protective reagent, well arranged gold nano clusters 
without aggregation have been reported.19-21 However, the use of protecting reagents is 
not favored for the application to catalytic reactions, since the gold surface was covered 
with protective reagents. Considering this point, gold NPs should better to be deposited 
on the supporting materials surfaces for immobilization of gold NPs. Thus, developing 
the technique to prepare the uniform gold NPs without protective reagents is important. 
Clay minerals are one of the attractive supporting materials for gold NPs, due to their 
flatness of the surface and the large surface area (c.a. 760 m2 g−1).22-24 However, few 
reports on the preparation of gold NPs on the clay surface have been reported.25-28 
Especially, Montmorillonite is one of the interesting clay minerals as a supporting 
materials for the gold NPs. Montmorillonite should have alternately cationic charge and 
anionic charge as shown Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. Charge distribution image of Montmorillonite clay surface. 
 
We expected that this alternately charge is effective to suppress aggregation, because 
that cationic gold precursor will adsorb with anionic site on the clay surface but didn’t 
with cationic site. Thus this electric repulsion between cationic gold precursor and 
cationic site on the clay surface may suppress the excess growth of gold NPs. In the 
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present work, we examined the formation of the non-aggregated small gold NPs without 
any protecting reagent on the clay surface. Then Conventional mixing and mixing with 
stopped-flow mixer was adopted for sample preparation to reveal the influence of the 
homogeneity at the sample preparation.29, 30 
 
2.2. Experimental Section 
Materials 
 Montmorillonite clay (Kunipia P, (Na0.67)+0.67  [Si8.00(Al3.33Mg0.67)O20 (OH)4 ]−0.67) 
that is one of the typical clay, was purchased from Kunimine Industries. The structural 
image is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2. The structural image of clay: two silicon- and aluminum-centered tetrahedral 
layers and magnesium octahedral layer. 
 
Since they possess regularly arranged anionic charges on its surface, cationic gold 
precursor could absorb on the clay surface. Gold precursor ([Au(en)2]Cl3  , en = 
Si4+ 
Mg2+ or Al3+ 
or vacant 
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ethylenediamine) was synthesized according to the literatures.14, 31 1 mL of anhydrous 
ethylenediamine (KANTO Chemical, > 99.0%) was added to diethyl ether (5 mL, 
KANTO Chemical, > 99.5%). The solution was added to diethyl ether (10 mL) 
containing hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) tetrahydrate (HAu(III)Cl4  ·4H2O, 0.8 g, 
KANTO Chemical, > 99.0%). Yellow solid was precipitated and collected by a 
filtration (PTFE membrane filter, φ = 1.0 µm). Then, the obtained solid was dissolved in 
2 mL water. By the repeated re-precipitation of the yellow solid with EtOH (15 mL, 
KANTO Chemical, > 99.5%), finally, the white solid was obtained. (yield = 33.0%) 
The purity was checked by TLC (Al2O3, saturated KNO3 aq : H2O : CH3CN = 1 : 1 : 2) 
and 1 H-NMR (s, CH2, 3.2 ppm in D2O). NMR spectrum was obtained by JEOL 
EX-270 (270 MHz).  
 
Deposition of Gold NPs on the Montmorillonite Surfaces 
Gold NPs were prepared on the clay surface as follows. The sample preparation 
procedure is shown in Figure 3.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Flowchart of gold NPs preparation. 
Au(en)2Cl3 solution (10 mL) Montmorillonite solution (10 mL)
Sodium Boron Hydride solution (20 mL)i) Stopped-Flow Method 
ii) Mixing under stirring
i)   SFAu5.9 solution( 40 mL): Sample 1 
ii)   MSAu5.9 solution( 40 mL): Sample 2
i) Stopped-Flow Method 
ii) Mixing under stirring
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Montmorillonite aqueous solution (10 mL, 4.45 × 10−3 g L−1) and gold precursor 
aqueous solution ([Au(en)2]Cl3, 10 mL, 1.3 × 10−6 M) were mixed by a stopped-flow 
mixer (Applied physics, RX.2000). The theoretical amount of gold precursor is 5.9 wt% 
corresponding to 100% vs. CEC (cation exchange capacity) of the clay. After 10 
minutes standing, the solution and NaBH4 aqueous solution (KANTO Chemical, > 92%, 
6.7 × 10−5 M, 20 mL) were mixed with the stopped-flow mixer. By the reduction of 
gold precursor with NaBH4, gold NPs (abbreviated as SFAu5.9) would generate on the 
clay surface. The reference sample (abbreviated as MSAu5.9) was obtained by using 
typical magnetic stirrer instead of stopped-flow mixer.  
 
Sample Preparation for TEM Observation 
The obtained solution (5.0 µL) was casted on the TEM grid (High Resolution Carbon 
Support Membrane, Okenshoji Co., Ltd.). The obtained grid was dried under vacuum, 
and then, was spattered with carbon for 4 sec. × 3 times (JEC-560, JEOL, at 4 A).  
 
 
Preparation of the Gold NPs/Montmorillonite Thin Films  
Gold NPs/Montmorillonite films were prepared to measure the absorption spectra of 
MSAu5.9 and SFAu5.9. The preparation method of the thin films was as follows. 100 mL 
of the dispersion of MSAu5.9 and SFAu5.9 was filtered through a PTFE membrane filter 
(pore size = 0.1 µm). The transparent thin film was obtained by transferring the residue 
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upon the glass substrate. The MSAu5.9 and SFAu5.9 thin films were dried up under 
vacuum over night. 
 
Analysis 
 UV-Vis. absorption spectra were obtained on Shimadzu UV-3150. TEM samples were 
observed with TEM (JEM-2000FX, JEOL, at 200 kV). TG/DTA measurements were 
carried out with a Shimadzu DTG-60H analyzer to determine the water content of 
Montmorillonite.  
 
2.3. Result and Discussion 
Effect of the mixing method to deposit the gold nano particles on Montmorillonite 
surfaces 
 Typical TEM images and the size distribution of gold NPs of SFAu5.9 and MSAu5.9 were 
shown in Figure 4-i), ii). By analyzing eight TEM images, the size distribution of gold 
NPs of gold NPs of SFAu5.9 and MSAu5.9 was obtained as shown in Figure 4-iii), iv).  
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Figure 4. i) TEM image of gold NPs on the clay surface (SFAu5.9), ii) TEM image of 
gold NPs on the clay surface (MSAu5.9), iii) histogram for the size of gold NPs of SFAu5.9, 
iv) histogram for the size of gold NPs of MSAu5.9. 
 
In the case of SFAu5.9 (Figure 4-i), the particle size was apparently small and the shape 
of the gold NPs looked circle, compared to MSAu5.9. On the other hand, the generated 
gold NPs aggregated and formed large particles in the case of MSAu5.9 (Figure 4-ii). It is 
apparent that the sample preparation procedure strongly affected the gold NPs formation. 
The photographs of the gold NPs/Montmorillonite thin films were shown in Figure 5.  
i) TEM Image of SFAu5.9 ii) TEM Image of MSAu5.9 
Ave. = 3.0 nm 
! = 0.8 
iii) Histogram of gold NPs diameter (SFAu5.9) iv) Histogram of gold NPs diameter (MSAu5.9) 
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Figure 5. Photographs of gold NPs/Montmorillonite thin films  
i) composed of SFAu5.9, ii) composed of MSAu5.9. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 5, the obtained films were semi-transparent in the visible 
region, and this transparency is enough to measure the absorption spectra. In addition, 
the color of the film composed of MSAu5.9 (Figure 5-ii) is bruise blue, which is the 
typical color of the gold NPs. The absorption spectra of these semi-transparent films are 
shown in Figure 6. It is known that a plasmon band at 550−600 nm should be observed 
for the gold NPs, when the particle size is larger than c.a. 5 nm.32-34 In UV-vis. 
absorption spectrum, the absorption was not observed at 550−600 nm for SFAu5.9 sample. 
On the other hand, in the case of MSAu5.9 sample, the absorption was clearly observed at 
550−600 nm. The ratio of particle whose diameter is larger than 5 nm is around 6% for 
SFAu5.9. Some of them are the conjugated particles and are not sphere shape. Since the 
ratio is rather small and the peak shape would be broad, the absorption around 500−700 
nm due to its plasmon band was not detected for SFAu5.9 in Figure 6. 
 
i) ii) 
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Figure 6. Absorption spectra of the film prepared with SFAu5.9 (solid line) and MSAu5.9 
(broken line) 
 
 These observations proof that few large particles (> 5 nm) formed in the case of 
SFAu5.9. The number of gold atom included in the obtained clay - gold NPs hybrids was 
calculated from TEM images for SFAu5.9 and MSAu5.9. Eight TEM images (300 nm × 
300 nm) observed at different positions were used for reducing the deviation of 
observation area. The surface area of the clay and volume of gold NPs deposited on the 
clay surfaces were calculated from the eight TEM images. We estimated the gold atom 
number under the followings assumptions. i) When the shape of gold NP looks circle in 
TEM image, the actual shape is hemisphere. ii) When the shape of gold NP looks 
ellipsoid, the short axis length of the particle is the particle’s height. iii) The crystal 
architecture of gold NP is face-centered cubic lattice. In the case of SFAu5.9, the total 
atom number of gold was estimated to be 3.37 × 10−19  mol and the total surface area 
of clay was 8.88 × 105  nm2 , in the eight TEM images. Calculating from the loading 
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amount of clay for the complex preparation, the total surface area of clay in the whole 
system is 3.38 × 1016  nm2 (760 m2 g−1  × 4.45 × 10−3  g L−1 × 10 mL). Thus, the 
total atom number of generated gold in the whole system is estimated to be 1.28 × 10−8  
mol (3.38 × 1016 /(8.88 × 105 ) × 3.37 × 10−19) for SFAu5.9 . The actual loading amount 
of gold precursor is 1.3 × 10−8 mol (1.3 × 10−6 M × 10 mL) in the present condition. 
Like this, the observed number of gold atom for SFAu5.9 (1.28 × 10−8 mol) is almost 
equivalent to the actual loading one (1.3 × 10−8 mol). This indicates that the gold NPs 
generate uniformly in the case of SFAu5.9. In a similar way, the total atom number of 
generated gold in the whole system is calculated to be 8.03 × 10−9  mol for MSAu5.9. 
This indicates that the deviation of gold NPs generation is relatively large in the case of 
SFAu5.9.  
The effect of stopped flow mixer as a mixing method should be discussed. In the case of 
mixing by the use of stopped flow mixer (SF), two components can be mixed within 
msec. order. On the other hand, a few sec. is necessary for MS. This indicates that the 
uniform mixing condition can be achieved more rapidly in the case of SF, compared to 
MS. In other words, the uneven condition continues for long time and would lead to the 
generation of large size Au particles for MS. In particular, many Au seed particles 
would produce on the particular clay sheet, and there is few Au seed particle on the 
other clay sheet, in the case of MS. It leads to high density generation of Au seed 
particle on the particular clay sheet and would enhance the probability of aggregation of 
the particles on the clay surface. Although the relationship between the particle 
generation rate and mixing procedure rate is important, a rapid and uniform mixing 
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method such as SF would be better for the uniform generation of Au particles in 
general. 
 
Effect of the concentration of gold precursor to deposit the gold nano particles on the 
Montmorillonite surfaces 
The effect of gold precursor concentration on the NPs generation behavior was 
examined. The concentration of gold precursor was increased to 10.3 wt% (175% vs. 
CEC). The observed TEM images for SFAu10.3 and MSAu10.3 are shown in Figure 7. As 
shown in Figure 7, in the case of SFAu10.3, we succeeded to deposit small gold NPs on 
the clay surfaces with high density even when the concentration of gold precursor was 
increased. The average diameter retains enough small for SFAu10.3, as can be seen in 
Figure 7-iii). On the other hand, the gold NPs prepared by magnetic stirrer mixing 
(MSAu10.3) grew much larger than that prepared by SFAu10.3.  
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Figure 7. i) TEM image of gold NPs on the clay surface (SFAu10.3), ii) TEM image of 
gold NPs on the clay surface (MSAu10.3), iii) histogram for the size of gold NPs of 
SFAu10.3, iv) histogram for the size of gold NPs of MSAu10.3. 
 
Stability of the gold nano particles deposited on the Montmorillonite surfaces 
 To discuss the stability of the gold nano particles deposited on Montmorillonite 
surfaces, the dispersion of SF5.9 was heated at 90 between 9 hours. The dispersion 
was casted on TEM grid, and dried under vacuum condition over night. The TEM 
image of the gold nano particles which was heated till 90 during 9 hours was shown 
in Figure 8. 
ii) TEM Image of MSAu10.3 
 
 
i) TEM Image of SFAu10.3 
 
 
Ave. = 2.8nm 
σ = 1.7 
iv) Histogram of gold NPs diameter (MSAu10.3) 
 
 
iii) Histogram of gold NPs diameter (SFAu10.3) 
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Figure 8. TEM image of SF5.9 heated at 90 between 9 hours. 
 
 The gold nano particles on Montmorillonite surfaces were still kept their particle size. 
It suggested that deposited gold nano particles on the Montmorillonite surfaces was 
stable until 90 . It indicated that these deposited gold nano particles on 
Montmorillonite surfaces may possible to function as the catalysis. However, it was 
difficult to deposit the gold nano particles on the Montmorillonite surfaces with high 
density without aggregation of gold nano particles. In SF10.3, small amount of 
aggregated gold nano particles was observed. Furthermore, the standard deviation of 
gold nano particles’ diameter in SF10.3 was larger than the standard deviation of SF5.9. It 
indicated that the size control of the gold nano particles was difficult when the loading 
level of the gold precursor was increased. In fact, when the concentration of gold 
precursor was increased more than 500 wt% (175% vs. CEC), we observed strong 
plasmon band, and large gold nano particles were observed in TEM observation. Thus 

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we consider that we have to develop the new strategy to deposit the gold nano particles 
on Montmorillonite surfaces with high density without aggregation toward the 
construction of the gold nano particles assembly on the Montmorillonite surfaces. 
 
2.4. Conclusion 
The gold NPs formation was successfully achieved on the clay surface. We succeeded 
to generate uniformly dispersed small gold NPs without aggregation on the clay surface 
by the use of stopped flow mixer, although gold NPs prepared by the typical mixing 
method using magnetic stirrer were aggregated. The uniform formation of the particle 
was confirmed by the analysis of TEM images. Even when the amount of gold was 
increased, the uniform dispersion of gold NPs was almost kept. It should be noted that 
any protecting reagent was not used in the present system. 
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Chapter 3 
Generation of Small and Non-Aggregated Gold Nano-Particles on the Clay Surface 
Modified with Porphyrin Molecules 
 
3.1. Introduction 
In chapter 2, we demonstrate the deposition of gold nano particles (NPs) on 
Montmorillonite (MNT) surfaces with chemical reaction toward arranging of gold NPs 
on MNT surfaces. Then it suggested that stopped flow mixing method is effective to 
deposit the dispersed gold NPs on the MNT surfaces. However, small amount of the 
gold NPs were aggregated, and the aggregated gold nano particles were increased when 
loading level of the gold precursor was increased. Thus it is difficult to arrange the gold 
NPs on the MNT surfaces by the method which was used in chapter 2, thus we have to 
develop a new strategy for the arrangement of the gold nano-particles on MNT surfaces. 
Some researchers have demonstrated the deposition at the surfaces of functionalized 
supporting materials.1-6 As described in general introduction, we have investigated that 
porphyrin molecules were adsorbed on the clay surfaces with high density without 
aggregation even at high dye loadings.7-12 We expected that this complex would be 
suitable as the supporting material of the gold nano particles, because the surfaces of 
exfoliated clay nano-sheets were modified with regularly arranged porphyrin molecules. 
Porphyrin molecule adsorbed on the clay surfaces would suppress the aggregation of the 
gold nano particles, because of the steric effect of porphyrin as shown Figure 1.   
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Figure 1. Image of the suppression of the aggregation of gold nano particles by the 
steric effect of porphyrin molecules on MNT surfaces 
 
In this study, the deposition of small and uniform gold nano cluster was examined by 
using clay minerals as supporting material where the surface was modified with 
regularly arranged porphyrin molecules.  The stopped flow mixing method was 
adopted for the all sample preparation. 
 
3.2. Experimental section 
Materials 
 Tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridiniumyl)porphyrin (abbreviated as TMPyP)  was used as 
guest molecules for MNT. TMPyP was purchased from Frontier scientific.  The 
counter ion (tosylate anion) was exchanged with chloride by use of an ion exchange 
column (ORGANOAMBERLITEIRA400JCL). Montmorillonite clay (Kunipia P, 
(Na0.67)+0.67 Si8.00(Al3.33Mg0.67)O20(OH)4 -0.67 ) was purchased from Kunimine 
Industries. The surface area is 760 m2 g-1 and the cation exchangeable capacity (CEC) is 
9.0× 10-4 eq g-1. Gold precursor (Au(en)2Cl3, en = ethylenediamine) was synthesized 
according to the literaturesref. The structural image of TMPyP and MNT were shown in 
N
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N
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Figure 2. 
 
        
Figure 2. Structural image of (a) Montmorillonite (MNT), and  
(b) tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridiniumyl)porphyrin (TMPyP) 
 
Deposition of Gold NPs on MNT Surface Via Chemical Reduction Method 
  Gold NPs were prepared on the clay surface as follows. The mixed solution (10 mL) 
of the gold precursor (1.1 × 10−6 M) and TMPyP (5.0 × 10−7 M) was mixed with 
Montmorillonite aqueous solution (10 mL, 4.4 × 10-3 g L-1) by a stopped-flow mixer 
(Applied physics, RX.2000). The theoretical amount of gold precursor is 5.0 wt% 
corresponding to 85 % versus CEC of the Montmorillonite, and the loading level of 
TMPyP is 50% versus CEC. Concentration of the TMPyP and gold precursor was 
changed to control the loading level of the TMPyP and gold precursor. Gold precursor 
and porphyrin molecules would adsorb on the MNT surfaces with electrostatic 
interaction. After 10 minutes standing, the solution and NaBH4 aqueous solution 
(KANTO Chemical, > 92 %, 5.7 ×10-5 M, 20 mL) were mixed with a stopped-flow 
mixer. By the reduction of gold precursor with NaBH4, gold NPs (abbreviated as 
SFAu5.9) would generate on the clay surfaces.  
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TEM Observation of Gold NPs Deposited on MNT Surfaces 
  For an observation of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the obtained 
dispersion was casted on the TEM grid (High Resolution Carbon Support Membrane, 
Okenshoji Co., Ltd.). The grid was dried under vacuum over night, then it was spattered 
with carbon for 4 sec × 3 times (JEC-560, JEOL, at 4 A). These samples were observed 
with a TEM (JEM-2000FX, JEOL, at 200kV). 
 
3.3. Results and discussion 
Generation of the gold nano particles on the MNT surface modified with co-adsorbed 
TMPyP 
 The obtained TEM image was shown in Figure 3-(a), and the histogram of the gold 
nano particles diameter was shown in Figure 3-(b).  
 
 
Figure 3. (a) TEM image of the gold nano particles on the MNT surfaces, (b) histogram 
of the gold nano particles’ diameter 
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As shown in Figure 3-(a) small gold nano particles on the MNT surfaces were observed  
These gold nano particles were clearly small compared to the gold nano particles 
generated on the MNT surfaces without modification by porphyrin molecules, which 
was shown in chapter 2. The average diameter of the gold nano particles on MNT 
surfaces modified with TMPyP was 1.3 nm, and standard deviation is 0.4 nm. On the 
other hand, average diameter of gold nano particles deposited on MNT surfaces without 
TMPyP was 3.0 nm, and standard deviation was 0.8 nm. It indicates that gold nano 
particles deposited on the MNT surfaces modified with TMPyP was smaller and the 
particle size of them were arranged compared to the gold nano particles deposited on 
the MNT without TMPyP judging from the average diameter of the gold NPs and the 
standard deviation of them. In addition, the aggregated gold nano particles were not 
observed on MNT modified with TMPyP. It suggested that aggregation of the gold nano 
particles may be suppressed by the TMPyP adsorbed on the MNT surfaces. 
 
Effect of the loading level of TMPyP on MNT surfaces  
 To examine the effect of the adsorption density of TMPyP, loading level of TMPyP 
was changed to 100% versus cation exchange capacity of MNT. The TEM image of the 
gold nano particles on MNT surfaces modified with TMPyP, which the loading level of 
TMPyP was changed from 0% to 100% versus cation exchange capacity was shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. TEM image of gold nano particles deposited on MNT surfaces modified with 
TMPyP (a) loading level of TMPyP was set at 0% versus CEC, (b) loading level of 
TMPyP was set at 50% versus CEC, (c) loading level of TMPyP was set at 75% versus 
CEC, (d) loading level of TMPyP was set at 100% versus CEC 
 
The loading level of TMPyP was set at 0, 50, 75, 100% versus CEC of the MNT in 
Figure 4-(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively, and loading level of the gold precursor was 
unified as 100% versus CEC of MNT. As shown in Figure 4-(a) and (b), the particle 
size of the gold nano particles was smaller in presence of the TMPyP compared to 
absence of TMPyP. However, as shown in Figure 4-(c) and (d), the particle size was 
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large compared to Figure 4-(b). Especially in Figure 4-(d), the particle size was larger 
compared to Figure 4-(b) and (c), and theaggregated gold nano particles were observed 
during TEM observation. Considering the surface area of MNT and TMPyP, when the 
loading level of TMPyP was set at 50, 75, 100% versus CEC, the covered surface area 
of MNT by TMPyP corresponds to 13%, 19%, 25%, respectively. Thus there is enough 
surfaces area, that was not covered by TMPyP, to deposit gold nano particles. However, 
the generated gold nano particles were large and aggregated. By this chemical 
deposition method, the gold precursor was adsorbed on the supporting materials, and 
reductant was reduced the gold precursor and gold nano particle would be generated on 
the supporting materials surfaces. Considering this expected mechanism, adsorption of 
the gold precursor would be important because if there is gold precursor in solution, 
gold precursor will be reduced in solution. This reduced gold precursor in solution 
would form the gold nano particles proceed the excess grown up of gold nano particles 
deposited on the supporting materials’ surfaces, and it will avoid the uniform generation 
of gold nano particles on the supporting materials surfaces. In the case of Figure 4-(c) 
and (d), 75% or 100% the adsorption site of the gold precursor was occupied with 
TMPyP. Thus gold nano particles deposited on the MNT surfaces was grown up with 
the excess Au(0), which was reduced in water.  
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Thermal Stability of gold nano particles deposited on the MNT surfaces modified with 
TMPyP  
 To examine the thermal stability of the gold nano particles deposited on MNT surfaces 
modified with TMPyP, the dispersion of MNT where the gold nano particles was 
deposited was heated at 90 between 9 hours. If TMPyP adsorbed on MNT surfaces 
was modified the surfaces, the aggregation of the gold nano particles would be 
suppressed. The obtained gold nano particles were shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. TEM image of gold nano particles heated at 90 between 9 hours in 
presence of TMPyP. 
 
The observed gold nano particles were large, and small gold nano particles were 
disappeared although gold NPs deposited on MNT without TMPyP was stable as shown 
in chapter 2. It suggested that small gold nano particles were aggregated each other, and 

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it came to large gold nano particles. The melting point of the solids depends on the 
particle size, and melting point of the nano particles is lower than bulk materials.18 It 
indicated that gold nano particles were melted and aggregated each other. However, 
melting point of the gold nano particles whose diameter is 1.5 nm was calculated as 
277 with molecular dynamics calculation.19 Gold nano particles on MNT surfaces 
were aggregated in spite of the absence/presence of TMPyP. It would be suggested that 
TMPyP adsorbed on MNT surfaces was moved with increasing of the temperature, they 
couldn’t suppress the aggregation of the gold nano particles. In fact, the structures of the 
molecules adsorbed on the clay surfaces have been changed by temperature. It indicated 
that molecules adsorbed on clay surfaces can move, thus aggregation of the nano 
particles cannot be suppressed. In addition, the surfaces of the clay does not have 
unsaturated bond. It expected that interaction between gold nano particles and clay 
surfaces is week, and gold nano particles couldn’t be immobilized strongly on clay 
surfaces. Also this week interaction between gold nano particles and MNT surfaces 
would be the cause of the instability against the thermal. However, these gold nano 
particles were stable during the TEM observations and room temperature, thus this 
instability makes small difference to construct the assembly structure of the gold nano 
particles. 
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Effect of the loading level of gold precursor and estimation of the appropriate gold 
precursor amount 
 As described above, small gold nano particles could be deposited on MNT surfaces 
modified with TMPyP. However, to construct the gold nano particles assembly with 
high density without aggregation, such as assembly of porphyrin molecules on the clay 
surfaces, large number of gold nano particle have to be generated on the MNT surfaces. 
Considering the ideal particle size (1.3 nm), ideal density of the gold nano particles 
(occupied surface area of gold nano particles (5.0 nm2), and surface area of MNT (760 
mg-1), required gold precursor was ca. 2300 % versus CEC at least, thus increasing of 
gold precursor requires to construct the gold NPs assembly on MNT surfaces. As 
described in chapter 2, the large gold nano particles can be recognized from the 
absorption spectra, because large gold nano particles has absorption band ascribed to the 
plasmon.20-22 The absorption spectra of the gold nano particles deposited with this 
method were shown in Figure 6, and loading level of the gold precursor was set at 100, 
200, 300, 500, 1000, 3000% versus CEC. The concentration of the reducing agent was 
set at 20 times of gold precursor, and the loading level of the TMPyP was set at 50% 
versus CEC of the MNT. The differential spectra ((each spectra) – (absorption spectra 
of TMPyP on MNT surfaces)) were shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6. Absorption spectra of gold nano particles at various loading level of gold 
precursor 
 
 
Figure 7. Differential spectra of the Figure 6.  
((Each absorption spectra) – (absorption spectra of TMPyP adsorbed on MNT surfaces)) 
 
 When the loading levels of the gold precursor were 100, 200, 300% versus CEC, the 
absorption band ascribed to plasmon was not observed. It suggested that gold nano 
particles whose diameter was smaller than ca. 5 nm were deposited. On the other hand, 
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the plasmon band were observed when loading level of the gold precursor was set at 
more than 500% versus CEC. The absorbance of the plasmon band was increased with 
increasing of the loading level of gold precursor. It indicated that gold nano particles 
whose diameter was larger than 5 nm were increased. The breaching of the absorption 
band of TMPyP on MNT surfaces (ca. 450 nm) was observed in every loading level. 
This breaching was also observed when reducing reagent solution was added to the 
dispersion of the TMPyP/MNT complex. Considering the redox potential of reducing 
reagent and TMPyP, electron transfer from reducing reagent to TMPyP is exergonic 
reaction, thus TMPyP would be reduced by the reducing reagent. The breaching of the 
TMPyP is noticeable when gold precursor loading level was set at high compared to the 
low loading level of gold precursor. It is because that the concentration of reducing 
reagent was high when the loading level of the gold precursor was set at high as 
described above. This breaching was recovered with the time. It suggested that TMPyP 
reduced spices was oxidized. The TEM image of the gold nano particles, when the 
loading level of gold precursor was set at 300% versus CEC of MNT was shown in 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The deposited gold nano particles when loading level of the gold precursor 
was set and 300% versus CEC of MNT 
 
Judging from absorption spectra, gold nano particles whose diameter is larger than ca. 5 
nm wouldn’t be observed. However, the generated gold nano particles were large and 
aggregated. Plasmon band depends on the shape and diameter of the NPs.23 The 
obtained particle size and shape were not unified as shown in Figure 8. It would be the 
cause of the broadened plasmon band, and the plasmon band should be obfuscated. The 
edge of MNT could be observed at the point of black arrow in Figure 8, and almost gold 
nano particles were deposited on MNT surfaces. However, the gold nano particles, 
which were not deposited on MNT, were observed at the point of the white arrow in 
Figure 8. It suggested that the some of the gold nano particles were not generated on 
MNT surfaces, but generated in the water. We consider that excess gold precursor 
which could not adsorbed on MNT surfaces were reduced in water, and they form the 
gold nano particles which was not immobilized on MNT surfaces. This result indicates 

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that it is difficult to deposit the gold nano particles on MNT surfaces with high density 
without aggregation and to construct the assembly structure of gold nano particles on 
MNT surfaces by this method. To suppress the generation of gold nano particles in 
water and to deposit the small gold nano particles on MNT surfaces with high density 
without aggregation, following experiment was carried out. The loading level gold 
precursor and TMPyP was set at 100% versus CEC of MNT, and reducing reagent 
aqueous solution was added. After that, the MNT was corrected by centrifugation, then 
the precipitate was re-dispersed in water. 100% gold precursor was added to the 
solution, and reducing reagent aqueous solution was added. This procedure was 
repeated until total amount of the gold precursor came to 300% versus CEC of the MNT. 
TEM image of obtained gold nano particles was shown in Figure 9. 
 
 
Figure 9. TEM image of the gold nano particles obtained by repetition reduction 
 
The grown up gold nano particles were obtained. Considering the surface energy of the 
gold nano particles, formation of the large gold nano particle would be 

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thermodynamically stable compared to the formation of the lots of small gold nano 
particles when same number of Au atoms was used. The percentage of surface atom 
(surface atoms / total atoms of a nano particle ×100) of the small gold nano particles is 
larger than the large gold nano particles, and this superficial atom is unstable compared 
to the inner atom. Thus growth of the seed gold nano particles is thermodynamically 
favorable compared to the generation of new small gold nano particles. 
 
3.4. Conclusion 
 In this chapter, gold nano particles were deposited on MNT surfaces. The surfaces of 
MNT were modified with cationic porphyrin to suppress the aggregation of gold nano 
particles. The size of generated gold nano cluster was small and uniform without 
aggregation. The average size of gold nano particles on the modified MNT surfaces was 
1.3 nm, and standard deviation of that was 0.4 nm. The diameter of obtained gold nano 
particles were small compared to the gold nano particles on MNT surfaces in absence of 
cationic porphyrin whose average diameter and standard deviation was 3.0 and 0.8, 
respectively. However it is impossible to construct the assembly of gold nano particles 
on MNT surfaces with high density without aggregation. 
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Chapter 4 
Formation of Assembled Structure of Gold Nano Clusters on the Clay Surface 
Utilizing Porphyrin/Clay Complex as a Template 
 
4.1. Introduction 
As can be seen in a light harvesting system in natural photosynthesis, controlling 
assembly structure of organic molecules is important to develop photo-functionalities.1, 
2 Organic molecule assemblies constructed without covalent bounds, such as micelles, 
metal-organic frameworks and other supra-molecules’ assemblies, and the 
photo-functionalities of these assembled organic molecules have been studied in a 
several decades.3-6 We have been examining artificial light harvesting systems by using 
porphyrin-clay complexes where porphyrin molecules are regularly arranged on the clay 
surface. 7, 8 Clay minerals, which is one of the aluminosilicate nano-sheets, are an 
attractive group of materials because of their properties, those are (1) flat surfaces at the 
atmic level, (2) regular negatively charged surfaces, (3) exfoliation or stack ability of 
individual nano-sheets depending on their medium, and (4) optical transparency in the 
visible region in the exfoliated state, when the particle size is small (ca. < 100 nm).7, 9, 10 
Through our previous works, we have developed novel techniques for the arrangement 
control of dyes assembly on the clay surface. We have successfully prepared unique 
clay/porphyrin complexes in which the porphyrin molecules adsorb on the clay surfaces 
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without aggregation even at high dye loadings. A formation of these unique hybrids was 
rationalized by a size-matching of inter cationic distances in the porphyrin molecules 
and average anionic distances on the clay surfaces. We named this effect as the 
“Size-matching rule” or “Inter-charge distance matching rule”.  
On the other hand, syntheses and self-assemblies of inorganic nano-particles (NPs) 
have attracted great research interests over the past decades because of their unique 
optical, electrical, and magnetic properties.12-21 Especially, gold NPs have been studied 
actively because of their interesting behaviors such as unique catalytic activity.22-24 
Some researchers reported the synthetic approaches of very small gold NPs, which are 
called gold nano clusters, and the fabrication of well-ordered 2D or 3D superlattices of 
clusters.25-28 These well-ordered gold clusters have been realized by using distinct 
protective reagents, which are typically thiol, amine derivatives or surfactants. Because 
these protective reagents cover the gold surfaces and influence the properties of gold 
clusters, the utilization of protecting reagents is not favored for the some further 
applications.  There are some reports to synthesize gold NPs by photochemical 
reaction.29-31 However, a precise control of gold NPs generation, from a view point of 
deposition density and aggregation control, was still a challenge to solve.  We 
supposed that the functional dyes would be able to be used as photosensitizer to 
generate the gold NPs, and the structure of supramolecular assemblies of those dyes 
might be able to be used as template to control the structure of gold NPs assembly. In 
this report, our aim is to examine the porphyrin assembly structure on the clay surface 
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both as a template and sensitizer for generating gold NPs without distinct protective 
reagent. 
 
4.2. Experimental section 
Materials 
 Structural image of Montmorillonite clay (Kunipia P, (Na0.67)+0.67Si8.00(Al3.33Mg0.67) 
O20(OH)4-0.67 , abbreviated as MNT)  that is one of the typical clay minerals, was 
shown in Figure 1-(a). Theoretical surface area of MNT is 760 m2 g-1 and the cation 
exchangeable capacity (CEC) of MNT is 9.0 × 10-4 eq g-1. The average area per an 
anionic site is calculated to be 1.40 nm2, and the average distance between anionic sites 
on the MNT sheets is estimated to be 1.27 nm on the basis of a hexagonal array. 
Tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridiniumyl)porphyrin (abbreviated as TMPyP)  was used as 
guest molecules for MNT, and the structure of TMPyP was shown in Figure 1-(b). The 
average inter-molecular distance of porphyrin molecules on MNT surface is calculated 
to be 2.5 nm when the loading level of porphyrin is 100% versus cation exchange 
capacity (CEC) of the clay. Gold precursor ([Au(en)2]Cl3, en = ethylenediamine) was 
synthesized according to the literatures.32 Triethylamine (abbreviated as TEA) was used 
just after distillation.  
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Deposition of Gold NPs on MNT surfaces via PTR method 
3 mL aqueous dispersion containing Au(en)2Cl3 (5.8 × 10-4 M), TEA (0.25 M), 
MNT (1.1 × 10-2 g L−1) and TMPyP  (2.0 × 10-6 M (80% versus CEC of the MNT)) 
was prepared to demonstrate TPR method.  This transparent dispersion was degassed 
by N2 bubbling over 30 minutes and was cooled to 5 ℃ in the closed quartz cell. The 
quartz cell was irradiated with monochromatic light (450 nm). The sample was 
monitored with UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy during the photochemical reaction 
(240 min). Quantum yield of this photochemical reaction at 120 minutes was calculated 
as 1.2 × 10-3 from the decrease of [Au(en)2]3+. Generated gold NPs were observed with 
transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
     
Figure 1. (a) Structural image of MNT, (b) molecular structure of TMPyP 
 
Sample Preparation for Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) Observation 
After the photochemical reaction, the obtained dispersion was centrifuged with Himac 
CR-20III (8000 rpm, 30 minutes, HITACHI KOKI Co., Ltd.) and the supernatant was 
removed, then the precipitate was re-dispersed with 2 mL of water.  This procedure 
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was repeated to remove excess gold precursor and TEA.  Finally, the precipitate was 
re-dispersed with 100 µL of water, then 5 µL of the dispersion was casted on the TEM 
grid (High Resolution Carbon Support Membrane, Okenshoji Co., Ltd.).  The obtained 
grid was dried under vacuum condition over night, and it was spattered with carbon for 
4 seconds × 3 times (JEC-560, JEOL, at 4 A) before TEM observation. 
  
Analysis 
Deposited gold clusters on MNT surfaces were observed with TEM (JEM-2000FX, 
JEOL, at 200 kV) and high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM, 
JEM-3200FS, JEOL, at 300 kV).  UV−vis. absorption spectra were obtained on 
Shimadzu UV-3150. TG/DTA measurements were carried out with a Shimadzu 
DTG-60H analyzer to determine the water content of materials. 
 
4.3. Result and discussion  
Deposition of the Gold NPs on MNT Surfaces via PTR Method 
Expected mechanism of Photosensitized Template Reduction (PTR) method for the 
generation of gold NPs is as follows.  The electron transfer from TEA to excited 
TMPyP on the clay surface affords reduced spices of TMPyP (TMPyPred.) on the clay 
surface.  Then, this TMPyPred. reduces the gold precursor (Au(en)23+) that locates 
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near the TMPyP red..  Through these mechanisms, gold clusters would be produced on 
the clay surface, and non-aggregated assembly structure of arranging porphyrin 
molecules may reflect in the assembly of deposited gold clusters.  In this mechanism, 
TEA, TMPyP and gold precursor would act as an electron donor, a photosensitizer and 
an electron accepter, respectively.  In the expected mechanism of PTR method, the 
initial step is a photo-induced electron transfer from TEA to excited TMPyP on the clay 
surface. A change of Gibbs free energy (ΔGel) for the electron transfer reaction can be 
estimated by the an equation proposed by Rehm and Weller(eq 1),33  
         (eq. 1) 
where E0(D+/D) is oxidation potential of TEA, E0(A/A-) is reduction potential of 
TMPyP, wp is the electrostatic work term that accounts for the effect of coulombic 
interaction in the products and reactants, and ΔG00 is excitation energy of TMPyP, 
respectively. Oxidation potential of TEA and reduction potential of TMPyP are +1.02 V 
(vs. NHE, MeCN) and -0.23 V (vs. NHE, water), respectively.34, 35 Supposing that 
reduction potential of TMPyP on the clay surface is same to that in a solution,  the 
ΔGel for electron transfer from TEA to excited TMPyP is sufficiently exergonic (ΔGel = 
-14.8 kcal mol-1) , thus this reaction would proceed efficiently.  Absorption spectral 
change of TMPyP-[Au(en)2]3+-MNT with TEA in aqueous solution during 
photo-irradiation is shown in Figure 2. 
 
ΔGel (kcal mol−1) = 23.06 E 0 (D+ /D) − E 0 (A / A− )#$ %&−wp −ΔG00
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Figure 2. UV-Vis. absorption spectra during the photochemical reaction.  Irradiation 
time = 0, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240 minutes.   
  
 The absorption maximum of TMPyP adsorbed on MNT surface shifted to longer 
wavelength by ca. 30 nm (424 nm → 454 nm) compared to that of TMPyP in aqueous 
solution without MNT.  The spectral shift has been ascribed to the coplanarization of 
the peripheral mesosubstituted pyridinium groups and the porphyrin ring on the clay 
surface.7 Absorption maximum of [Au(en)2]3+ was shifted to shorter wavelength (331 
nm → 301 nm), and the extinction coefficient was increased compared to the 
[Au(en)2]3+ aqueous solution. The absorption spectra of [Au(en)2]3+ in presence/absence 
of TEA was shown in Figure S1. The same spectral change of the [Au(en)2]3+ was 
observed in presence of TEA. It suggested that [Au(en)2]3+ formed complex with TEA. 
Since the absorption band due to TMPyP and [Au(en)2]3+ separates well each other, 
TMPyP/MNT can be selectively excited with 450 nm light irradiation. The absorption 
band due to [Au(en)2]3+ almost disappeared at 180 minutes irradiation. It suggested that 
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gold precursor was reduced by irradiation of 450 nm wavelength light. On the other 
hand, the absorption band of TMPyP adsorbed on MNT surfaces was decreased instead 
of the increasing TMPyP in aqueous solution (424 nm). This indicates that TMPyP 
desorbed from MNT surface as photochemical reaction proceeded.  As shown later, 
gold clusters were generated on the MNT surfaces with very high density, and 
adsorption site for TMPyP seems to be covered by generated gold NPs. Thus TMPyP 
may desorb from the MNT surface. As can be seen in the absorption spectra at 180 and 
240 minutes irradiation in Figure 1, a new absorption band was observed around 
500−650 nm that would corresponds to a plasmon band of gold NPs.25 It suggests a 
formation of gold NPs whose diameter is larger than ca. 5 nm between photochemical 
reaction from 180 to 240 minutes.  
 
TEM observation of Gold NPs deposited via PTR Method 
Photochemical reaction sample obtainted with 180 minutes light irradiation was 
observed by TEM. High and low magnification TEM images of gold NPs prepared by 
PTR method are shown in Figure 3-(a) and S2, respectively. 
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Figure 3. (a) High magnification TEM image of the generated gold clusters on the 
MNT surface with light irradiation (180 min.), (b) Histogram of the diameter of gold 
clusters on the MNT surface.  
 
As can be seen in Figure 3-(a), high density small gold NPs (d < 3 nm) were observed 
on the MNT surface, and gold clusters did not aggregate each other on MNT surface. In 
addition, these gold clusters were stable during TEM observation when accelerating 
voltage of TEM was set 200 kV and 300 kV. A histogram of the diameters of the gold 
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NPs generated with PTR method is shown in Figure 3-(b).  Four high magnification 
TEM images were used for preparing the histogram and the total number of counted 
clusters is 497. The average diameter of the gold clusters and the standard deviation (σ) 
were estimated to be 1.5 nm and 0.42 nm, respectively. Some reports have described the 
generation of the gold NPs on the clay minerals surfaces.32, 40, 41 Comparing to this 
method, smaller gold clusters could be deposited with high density without aggregation 
by PTR method. In low magnification TEM image (Figure S2), relatively large gold 
particles (d > 10 nm) were observed.  Since these large gold particles were also 
observed in the reference sample where light was not irradiated, these large gold NPs 
would be produced via thermal reaction. The electron transfer reaction from TEA to 
gold precursor is not exoergic reaction considering the redox potential of gold precursor 
and TEA.34, 35, 39 As described above, TEA and gold precursor formed the complex. We 
suppose that redox potential of this complex should be different from the redox 
potential of gold precursor, thus Au3+ can be reduced by TEA via thermal reaction, 
although the reduction rate is very slow. To discuss the reaction rate difference between 
photochemical and thermal reaction, the changes of absorbance due to gold precursor 
with and without photo-irradiation were shown in Figure S2.  The decreasing rate of 
the gold precursor in thermal reaction is much slower than that in photochemical 
reaction. This indicates that gold particles generation in thermal reaction can be almost 
negligible. In addition, the irradiation wavelength is important in the present system.  
In the case of UV irradiation, lots of large gold NPs (> c.a. 20 nm) generated, in 
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contrast to visible light irradiation (average diameter was 1.5 nm).  This result also 
suggests that porphyrin molecules act as sensitizer to reduce Au precursor. 
 To confirm that gold clusters were generated with high density over a wide region, 
HAADF-STEM observation under low magnification was examined (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. HAADF-STEM image of the gold clusters generated with PTR method on the 
MNT surfaces. 
 
Heavy atom, such as gold atom, is brighter compared to light atoms (such as Si or 
Mg) in the dark field image, because the image intensity is proportional approximately 
to the square of the atomic number.40, 41 As shown in Figure 4, gold NPs were observed 
as clear white dot in this dark field image, and gold cluster were observed over a wide 
region. This image proves that gold nano clusters generated on MNT surfaces with high 
density and uniformly over a wide area. As a reference experiment, photochemical 

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reaction without MNT was examined.  [TMPyP], [TEA], and [Au(en)2] is  6×10-7 M, 
0.25 M, 3×10-4 M, respectively. In this reference experiment, expected mechanism of 
this reference experiment is same as PTR method. However, MNT was absent, thus 
non-aggregated assembled structure of porphyrin molecules were not constructed. If 
TEA work as protective reagent to generate the gold cluster, the gold cluster will be 
obtained in spite of the presence or absence of MNT. In this case, the generated gold 
NPs were large ( > 20 nm) and aggregated (not shown).  Thus, we believe that gold 
clusters could be generated near TMPyP molecules on MNT surface, and the arranged 
TMPyP on MNT surface suppressed the aggregation of gold NPs sterically.  To 
discuss this possibility, we measured inter-particle distances of adjacent gold NPs, and 
the histogram is shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. Histogram of inter-particle distance of the adjacent gold clusters on MNT 
surfaces. 
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 Two TEM images were used for preparing the histogram and the total counted 
number is 224.  The average inter-particle distance (center to center) and the standard 
deviation (σ) were estimated to be 2.3 nm and 0.5 nm, respectively. According to 
previously mentioned Size-Matching Effect, the inter-molecular distance between 
adjacent TMPyP assembled on the MNT surface without aggregation is 2.5 nm on the 
basis of hexagonal array. The average inter-gold NPs distance well coincides with the 
inter-molecular distance of porphyrin molecules on the clay surface. This result 
suggests this assembled structure of gold clusters might reflect the non-aggregated 
assembly structure of TMPyP adsorbed on the MNT surfaces.  
 
4.4. Conclusion 
  In this paper, novel strategy, in which porphyrin assembly structure without 
aggregation on the clay surface was utilized as a template for generating gold clusters, 
was examined to obtain high density gold clusters assembly. The uniformly gold 
clusters were deposited on the MNT surfaces without aggregation, and average diameter 
of the gold cluster was 1.5 nm. In addition, the average inter-particle distance of the 
nearby gold NPs (center to center) was 2.3 nm. This inter-particle distance indicates that 
gold clusters generation would reflect the non-aggregated assembled structure of 
porphyrin molecules on the clay surface.  We believe that this Photosensitized 
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Template Reduction (PTR) method would be useful as a new method to deposit metal 
NPs on the supporting materials. 
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Chapter 5 
Construction of Layered Structure of Porphyrin − Saponite Clay Complex 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 As described in general introduction and other chapters, we have investigated the 
self-assembly of the multivalent cationic dye on the clay minerals surfaces.1-5 We have 
reported an interesting porphyrin−clay minerals hybrid in which the porphyrin 
molecules densely adsorb on the exfoliated clay nano-sheets without aggregation and 
formation of these novel un-aggregated dye assemblies on the clay surfaces is attributed 
to size matching of the distance between cationic site of the dyes and anionic site on the 
clay surfaces.6,7 It has been revealed that the some of the dyes adsorbed on the clay 
surfaces show the unique photo-physical properties which differ from the 
photo-physical properties in aqueous medium.8,9 Furthermore, we reported the 
efficiently energy transfer reaction between two dyes which co-adsorbed on the clay 
surfaces.10-13 As described above, the clay minerals can be expected as a unique host 
material as a photochemical reaction field. However, these investigations demonstrated 
on the surfaces on exfoliated clay mineral which was dispersed in aqueous medium, 
thus it is difficult to apply to the practical system. For further application, t he solid state 
reaction system such as a membrane is needed for further application of the energy 
transfer reaction system. In the solid state, layered materials such as clay minerals tend 
to be stacked, thus the techniques to intercalate the dyes into the interlayer spaces of the 
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host materials, then layered structure composed of guest molecules and host layered 
mateials should be constructed. 
 A wide variety of nanolayered compounds have been examined to construct functional 
materials including dyes.14−19 However, it is very difficult to control adsorption 
behavior of dyes in the compounds. Dye molecules tend to form aggregates very easily 
on the solid surface.20−25 Thus, there is few report on the high density and 
non-aggregation intercalation reaction of dyes into the inorganic layered materials.26−32  
In this chapter, we examined the preparation of transparent clay thin film where 
porphyrin molecules are densely intercalated without discernible aggregation and 
constructed the layered structure composed of clay mineral and guest dye molecules. 
This technique would be useful to develop practical systems such as artificial light 
harvesting systems. 
 
5.2. Experimental Section 
 Materials 
 Sumecton SA (SSA, Kunimine) was used as a synthetic cation exchangeable clay 
mineral. The stoichiometric formula of SSA is  
[(Si7.20Al0.80)(Mg5.97Al0.03)O20(OH)4]−0.77(Na0.49Mg0.14)+0.77, the surface area is 750 m2 
g−1, and the cation exchangeable capacity (CEC) is 1.00 mequiv g−1. The average area 
per an anionic site is calculated to be 1.25 nm2, and the average distance between 
anionic sites on the SSA sheets is estimated to be 1.2 nm on the basis of a hexagonal 
array. Tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridiniumyl)porphyrin (TMPyP) was purchased from 
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Aldrich. The counterion (tosylate anion) was exchanged with chloride by use of an ion 
exchange column (ORGANOAMBERLITEIRA400JCL). TMPyP, in which the 
distance between adjacent cationic sites is calculated to be 1.1 nm (PM3 method), was 
used as the cationic porphyrin in this study. The glass substrate (cover glass (C024241), 
24 mm × 24 mm, thickness is 0.145 ± 0.025 mm) was purchased from Matsunami Glass 
Ind., Ltd. 
 
 Preparation of Thin Film Composed of Only SSA 
 The glass substrate was sonicated with water for 30 min and then treated in sulfuric 
acid (Kanto Chemical, 96%) overnight at room temperature. Then, the glass substrate 
was washed with enough water. 2 mL of SSA dispersion (100 mg L−1 in water:dioxane 
= 4:1 (v:v)) was filtered through a PTFE membrane filter (pore size = 0.1 µm). Because 
few SSA was observed in the filtrate, SSA was almost filtered (ca. 99%). The 
transparent SSA thin film was obtained by transferring the residue upon the glass 
substrate.33-35 The thin film was dried up under vacuum overnight.  
 
Preparation of TMPyP/SSA Hybrid Film.  
 The SSA thin films were immersed in water:ethanol = 1:2 (v:v) solution containing 
TMPyP for 48 h at room temperature with constant stirring until the TMPyP absorption 
of the solution could no longer be detected or could no longer be changed. The 
concentration of the TMPyP was changed to control the loading levels. For example, 12 
mL of TMPyP solution (4.17 × 10−7 and 8.33 × 10−7 M) was used to prepare the 10% 
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and 20% versus CEC of the TMPyP/SSA hybrid films. In every loading level, TMPyP 
in the solution almost disappeared after the immersion process. The CEC of the SSA 
film can be calculated by the amount of loaded SSA (2.0 × 10−4 g (= 0.1 g L−1 × 2.0 × 
10−3 L)) and the CEC of SSA (1.00 mequiv g−1). The CEC of the SSA film is calculated 
as 2.0 × 10−7 equiv (= 1.00 mequiv g−1 × 2.0 × 10−4 g). The obtained green transparent 
thin films were dried up under vacuum overnight. 
 
 Analysis 
 UV−vis. absorption spectra were obtained on Shimadzu UV-3150 and UV-2550. The 
fluorescence spectra were measured with JASCO FP-6600 spectrofluorometer, and 
excitation light was set at 485 nm. When fluorescence spectra were measured, a cut 
filter (50% transmittance = 590 nm, Edmund, OG590) was used. The glass plate was set 
at 45° against the direction of excitation light source and the detector of emission. The 
PL quantum yield of TMPyP/SSA thin films at various loading levels was evaluated 
using an absolute PL quantum yield measurement apparatus (C9920-02, Hamamatsu 
Photonics) at λex = 480 nm.36 TG/DTA measurement was carried out with a Shimadzu 
DTG-60H to determine the water contents of TMPyP and SSA. To measure quantum 
yields of TMPyP/SSA thin films at various loading levels, the films were prepared as 
follows. The concentration of TMPyP was constant, and the amount of SSA was 
changed to control the loading level of TMPyP. The concentration of TMPyP in the 
membrane was unified as 8.33 × 10−9 mol cm−2. Other condition was the same as a 
previously described method. In atomic force microscopy (DFM mode) measurement, 
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SPI4000 and SPA300HV systems (SII Nano-Technology Inc.) were used, and DF-40 
(SII Nano-Technology Inc.) was used as a cantilever. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
pattern was measured with a RINT TTRIII (Rigaku). 
 
5.3. Result and Discussion 
Absorption Spectra and Stability of TMPyP/SSA Thin Hybrid Film 
 A photograph of the TMPyP/SSA hybrid film is shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Photograph of transparent TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film. 
 
As can be seen, the transparency of the membrane is quite high to measure the 
absorption spectrum. The absorption spectra of the TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film where 
the loading level of TMPyP was 30% versus CEC under air condition and TMPyP in 
solution (water:EtOH = 1:2 (v:v)) are shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of the TMPyP/SSA hybrid film at 30% versus CEC (solid 
line) and TMPyP solution in water:EtOH = 1:2 (broken line). 
 
The λmax of TMPyP in the membrane and in solution were 483 nm (ε = 1.44 × 108 cm2 
mol−1) and 425 nm (ε = 2.50 × 108 cm2 mol−1), respectively. The Soretband of 
TMPyP/SSA hybrid film was broad compared to that of TMPyP in solution. The values 
of spectral integral were almost the same (TMPyP/SSA film = 5.63 × 1011 cm mol−1 and 
TMPyP solution = 5.87 × 1011 cm mol−1). As reported before, TMPyP adsorbs on the 
exfoliated SSA surface up to the loading level of 100% versus CEC of the SSA without 
aggregation in water. The absorption spectrum of the porphyrin adsorbed on exfoliated 
SSA surface shows a considerable bathochromic shift. The absorption maximum (λmax) 
of the Soret band shifts to longer wavelength by ca. 30 nm compared to that in water 
without SSA. The considerable spectral change has been ascribed to the coplanarization 
of the peripheral mesosubstituted pyridinium groups and the porphyrin ring on the SSA 
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surface.37−39 The SSA thin film is stable in air but is gradually suspended in water. 
Interestingly, TMPyP/SSA film was quite stable in water, contrary to SSA film. We 
tested the stability of TMPyP/SSA film in aqueous condition by the observation of 
absorbance of porphyrin in the membrane. The TMPyP/SSA film was completely stable 
in water for over 30 days when the loading level of TMPyP was 5% and 25%, while the 
SSA only film was rather unstable. 5% loading was enough to stabilize the membrane. 
We examined the effect of solvent composition for the intercalation process of TMPyP. 
When water:EtOH = 4:1 (v:v), a part of SSA film was dissolved during the intercalation 
process of TMPyP. On the other hand, TMPyP was not intercalated into the interlayer 
space effectively, when water:EtOH = 1:4 (v:v). These results indicate that the 
appropriate swelling of the SSA sheets is important for the effective intercalation of 
TMPyP and the stability of the film. The thickness of SSA only film was measured by 
DFM. The thickness of the film was ca. 340 nm as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. a) DFM image of the SSA only film,  b) Cross section image of the film at 
the white line in a). 
 
 This observed thickness corresponds well to the calculated thickness. The theoretical 
thickness of the membrane is calculated as follows. The amount of loaded SSA is 
calculated to be 2.0 × 10−4 g by the volume (2.0 × 10−3 L) and the concentration (0.1 g 
L−1) of SSA dispersion. Then, the number of stacked layers was calculated by the 
theoretical surface area of SSA (750 m2 g−1), loaded amount of SSA (2.0 × 10−4 g), and 
the area of the SSA film (2.4 × 10−4  m2 ). The number of stacked layers is ca. 310 (= 
750 × 2.0 × 10−4 /2/(2.4 × 10−4)). The thickness of the SSA nanosheet including 
interlayer space is 1.28 nm judging from XRD data. Thus, the calculated thickness of 
SSA film is 397 nm.  
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 Absorption Spectra and X-ray Diff raction of TMPyP/SSA Hybrid Thin Film at 
Various Loading Levels 
 absorption spectra of TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film at various porphyrin loading levels 
are shown in Figure 4a. It is turned out that the absorption spectra retain the same 
shapes up to the relatively high loading level (∼  35% versus CEC). The plots of 
absorbance at the wavelength of the Soret band (475.5 nm) against the porphyrin 
loading levels are shown in Figure 4b. The linearity of the plots was retained up to ca. 
35% versus CEC, although the absorption spectra of the TMPyP/SSA complex obtained 
by the freeze− thaw cycles changed even at low porphyrin loading levels (∼  8% versus 
CEC).13  As can be seen in Figure 4b, the absorbance of TMPyP/SSA thin film above 
ca. 35% versus CEC does not increase, and the λmax  of Soret band was slightly 
blue-shifted. These observations indicate that ca. 35% versus CEC was saturated 
adsorption amount, and a small amount of aggregate, such as H-type aggregate, would 
form above ca. 35% versus CEC. It should be mentioned that photoactivity, judging 
from fl uorescence quantum yield, is almost retained even at 50% loadings versus CEC 
as described later. Here, the loading level of 100% versus CEC means that TMPyP 
fulfills all anionic sites on the SSA surface. If TMPyP forms monolayer structure with 
the parallel orientation respect to the SSA surface, the maximum adsorption rate of 
TMPyP without aggregation should to be 50% versus CEC, which is called a sandwich 
structure, as shown in Figure 4c. 
a) 
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Figure 4. (a) Absorption spectra of TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin films at various loading 
level (5−50% versus CEC of the clay, (b) absorbance−adsorption density plot of 
TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film in aqueous solution, and (c) ideal structure of 
TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film at 50% versus CEC of the SSA film (side view). 
 
 In order to estimate the orientation of TMPyP in the SSA interlayer space, an X-ray 
diff raction (XRD) measurement was carried out under an air condition. The XRD 
patterns of the membrane, where the loading levels of TMPyP are 0− 50%, are shown in 
Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. X-ray diffraction pattern of SSA film and TMPyP/SSA hybrid films at various 
loading levels of TMPyP. 
 
The interlayer distance of SSA only film was estimated to be 0.31 nm, supposing that 
the thickness of SSA is 0.97 nm. It is almost identical with the interlayer distance of 
SSA powder, and 0.31 nm almost corresponds to the thickness of one water layer. On 
the other hand, interlayer distance of TMPyP/SSA hybrid fi lm at 5− 50%versus CEC 
was estimated to be 0.37− 0.41 nm. Considering the thickness of the porphyrin 
molecule (∼  0.35 nm) and the existence of adsorbed water on the SSA surface, the 
orientation of the TMPyP in the SSA layers is almost parallel to the SSA sheets as 
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monolayer (not bilayer) at all loadings. If the adsorption amount of TMPyP had been 
larger than 50% versus CEC, the structure of intercalated TMPyP (shown in Figure 6) 
should have been bilayer. 
 
 
Figure 6. Ideal structure of TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film when loading level of TMPyP 
is 100% versus CEC (side view). In this case, the structure of intercalated TMPyP 
would be bilayer. 
 
 Because the experimental results deny the existence of aggregated porphyrin, the 
structure of Figure 6 should be denied. The XRD pattern of TMPyP/SSA was sharp 
compared to SSA only fi lm. It indicates that TMPyP excludes the water from the 
interlayer space and reduces the modulation of interlayer distance with water. In 
addition, the XRD pattern of TMPyP/SSA slightly shifted to high diff raction angle, 
indicating the decrease of interlayer distance, when the loading level of TMPyP was 
increased. It might suggest that the interlayer space of TMPyP/SSA hybrid fi lm became 
hydrophobic with the increase of TMPyP, and thus the interlayer water was excluded 
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and the interlayer distance of TMPyP/SSA hybrid fi lm at high loading level of TMPyP 
decreased compared to that at low loading level of porphyrin. Judging from the 
absorption behavior and XRD measurement,  it is turned out that the TMPyP/SSA 
hybrid thin films with the high-density intercalation of porphyrins as a monolayer can 
be prepared, although such high density packing without discernible aggregation is very 
difficult to construct in general. The effective size-matching effect13,14 would realize the 
nonaggregated structure of TMPyP at high density conditions. At this condition (35% 
versus CEC), the average intermolecular distance is calculated to be 2.87 nm on the 
basis of hexagonal array. XRD profiles and absorption spectra of the films were 
measured under air and vacuum conditions. The films were dried at 70 ° C for 1.5 h in 
vacuum using a homemade hermetic cell. As a typical example, the XRD profiles and 
absorption spectra of the fi lm where the TMPyP loading level is 30% versus CEC in air 
and vacuum are shown in Figure 7.  
 
 
Figure 7. a) X-ray diffraction profiles and b) absorption spectra of TMPyP/SSA hybrid 
thin film at 30% versus CEC under air and vacuum. 
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The interlayer space of TMPyP/SSA hybrid film under vacuum condition decreased by 
ca. 0.1 nm compared to that under air condition. It is suggested that interlayer water of 
the SSA nanosheets decreased under vacuum, and the interlayer distance became 
shorter than that under air. On the other hand, the λmax of the Soret band under vacuum 
shifted to longer wavelength by ca. 5 nm compared to that under air. These results 
indicate that the porphyrin molecule becomes more flat with a rotation of the 
pyridinium group and associate with the SSA surface stronger, under vacuum. Under 
vacuum condition, the absorbance− concentration plots at the Soret band showed good 
linearity against the porphyrin loading levels up to ca. 45% versus CEC, which is 
almost equal to the theoretical saturation density, as shown in Figure 8. In the case of 
saturated TMPyP/SSA film under air condition, a small amount of TMPyP would form 
the aggregate in the interlayer space of the SSA film. One of the major driving forces 
for aggregation of TMPyP would be hydrophobic interaction. In the case of vacuum 
condition, the amount of water in the interlayer space of the SSA film would decrease, 
and thus, the hydrophobic interaction would become weak. 
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Figure 8. Absorbance−TMPyP concentration plot of TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film 
under vacuum condition. X-axis at the bottom of the graph box is the density of TMPyP, 
and that at the top of the graph box is loading level of TMPyP versus CEC of the SSA 
film. 
 
Therefore, TMPyP, which is intercalated in the interlayer space of the SSA fi lm, does 
not aggregate under vacuum conditions. The flat configuration of the porphyrin 
molecule in vacuum could enhance the electrostatic interaction with the SSA surface 
and stabilize the adsorption state through the more effective size-matching effect. In 
order to confi rm the orientation of TMPyP intercalated in the interlayer space of SSA fi 
lm, we examined the polarized visible-light-ATR (Vis-ATR) spectroscopy40−44 of the 
TMPyP/SSA hybrid fi lm on the quartz waveguide. The dichroic absorption spectra 
measured by the waveguide system are shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Polarized Vis-ATR spectra of intercalated TMPyP in SSA film on the 
waveguide quartz glass. 
 
The absorbance of Q-band with s-polarized light was much larger than that with 
p-polarized light. From the s/p ratio, the orientation angle of porphyrin plane was 
calculated to be lower than 6°  with respect to the quartz surface. Thus, the intercalated 
TMPyP was almost parallel with respect to the quartz surface. This indicates that SSA 
layer is almost parallel with respect to the quartz substrate because the orientation of 
intercalated TMPyP should be almost parallel with respect to the SSA surface judging 
from XRD pattern. These results strongly support the structure of TMPyP/SSA hybrid 
films shown in Figure 4c.  
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 Fluorescence Behavior of TMPyP/SSA Hybrid Film 
 To discuss the photoactivity of TMPyP intercalated in SSA film, the fluorescence 
spectra and fl uorescence quantum yield of TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin films at various 
loading levels were measured. The fluorescence spectra of TMPyP/SSA film at various 
loading levels are shown in Figure 10.  
 
Figure 10. Fluorescence spectra of TMPyP/SSA hybrid film at various loading level 
excited at 485 nm. 
 
The loading levels are 5− 50% versus CEC of SSA. In this experiment, the 
concentration of intercalated TMPyP was changed to control the loading level of 
TMPyP in the SSA fi lm. The fluorescence maximum of porphyrin in the membrane 
(λmax  = 715 nm) shifts to longer wavelength compared to that adsorbed on the 
exfoliated SSA in water (λmax  = ca. 688 nm). This shift is due to the enhancement of 
the flattening of porphyrin molecule between SSA sheets in the membrane as reported 
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before.28−30 The shape of fluorescence spectra of TMPyP/SSA hybrid film was almost 
same, when the porphyrin loading level was changed from 5% to 50% versus CEC of 
SSA. This suggests that any new luminescence species, such as J-type aggregates, were 
not formed in the membrane system. The fl uorescence intensity at 715 and 788 nm are 
plotted against the absorptivity (1 − 10−Abs ) of TMPyP/SSA film at various loading 
level as shown in Figure 11.  
 
 
Figure 11. Plot of the fluorescence intensity (vertical axis) against the absorptivity 
(1-10-Abs) (horizontal axis) at 715 nm (▲) and 788 nm (●). 
 
It shows a nearly linear relationship between the fluorescence intensity and the 
absorptivity. Thus, it is proved that significant fluorescence quenching was not 
observed at any density of porphyrin in the membrane system. In the case of 
fluorescence measurement using typical rectangular optical system, the fluorescence 
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suffers the effect of scattering and reabsorption. Thus, absolute PL quantum yield 
measurement apparatus with integrating sphere was used to obtain more reliable data. at 
various loading levels were ca. 0.02, and the quantum yield did not depend on the 
loading level of TMPyP. This result also proves that TMPyP intercalated in SSA 
interlayer space does not aggregate and does not suffer fluorescence quenching. 
Although ϕf of TMPyP in the membrane is lower than that of TMPyP adsorbed on the 
dispersed SSA surface in water (ϕf = 0.048),15 the fact that ϕf does not depend on the 
density of porphyrin indicates that the observed ϕf in the membrane system is intrinsic. 
From this result, it is proved that significant fluorescence quenching was not observed 
at any density of porphyrin in the membrane system. This observation is very important 
from the viewpoint of photochemistry, since no fluorescence quenching means that the 
dye keeps the photoactivity even under the high density conditions. 
 
5.4. Conclusion 
In this study, the TMPyP/SSA hybrid thin film was developed by a penetration method 
with adequate solvent conditions. The film was sufficiently stable under air and in water. 
It is turned out that TMPyP can be intercalated in the clay membrane under the high 
density condition without an aggregation. The fluorescence quantum yield of 
TMPyP/SSA hybrid films did not depend on the density of porphyrin, and significant 
fluorescence quenching was not observed at any density of porphyrin in the membrane 
system. This indicates that TMPyP intercalated in the SSA fi lm keeps the photoactivity 
even under the high density conditions. We will examine the photochemical reactions 
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such as energy transfer reactions aiming an artificial light harvesting system by using 
porphyrin− clay membrane obtained in the present study.44−53 
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Chapter 6 
Chromism of the transparent hybrid thin film composed from tetra cationic 
porphyrin and clay mineral depending on the relative humidity 
 
6.1. Introduction 
Photochemical or photo-physical behaviors of the organic molecules in the various host 
materials, such as micelle, clathrate, mesoporous materials, zeolites and nano-sheet 
materials have been investigated in several decades, and the guest organic molecules in 
the nano-spaces in these host materials shows interesting photo-physical and 
photochemical behaviors which are different from photochemical or photophysical 
behaviors in solution.1-9 Especially, nano-sheet material is one of the interesting host 
materials because of their unique nano interlayer spaces, and the photophysical and 
photochemical properties of the guest molecule intercalated in the interlayer spaces of 
these layered materials have attracted great research interests.10-16 One of the unique 
properties of this interlayer space is the control of the interlayer distance by the 
environment and guest molecules.10,17-21 For example, the interlayer spaces of clay 
minerals, which is one of the typical inorganic layered materials, is depend on not only 
the guest molecules, but also the solvent, temperature and relative humidity.22-29 It 
indicated that interlayer distance of the clay minerals can be controlled at nano order by 
these factors.  
The change of the dye molecules geometrics can influence the photophysical behaviors, 
and the geometric of some dyes can be changed in the nano spaces in host materials.30-35 
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In our previous works, we have investigated the photochemical and photophysical 
properties of the dye adsorbed/intercalated on/in clay minerals, and Takagi and 
Kawamata groups reported that the some of the cationic dyes adsorbed on clay minerals 
surfaces shows the red shift of the absorption maximum, because the extension of the 
π-conjugated system of choromophore was induced by the co-planarization of 
chromophore and peripheral substituents.11,36-38 Considering this investigation and 
dependency of the interlayer spaces of clay minerals on relative humidity, the 
absorption band of the intercalated dyes in clay minerals should be depend on the 
relative humidity, if molecular geometrics were changed by the interlayer spaces of clay 
nano-sheets which can be controlled by the relative humidity. It would be useful for the 
sensing devices for the detection of relative humidity, which is important parameter 
which needs to be measured or monitored in various chemical processes, such as in the 
food, electronics, and pharmaceutical industries.39-56 In addition, typical organic 
molecules chromism was produced by structural change in chromophore involving 
cleavage of chemical bonds.57-61 These intra-molecules’ structural changes lead to the 
drastic color changes, but they are a frequent cause of the poor reversibility. On the 
other hand, chromism induced by soft molecular geometrics change without cleavage of 
covalent bond will be mild reaction, thus the chromism without cleavage of covalent 
would be expected to show the good reversibility. This highly reversibility requires for 
the sensing devices. In this chapter, we investigated that the spectral shift of the 
intercalated guest molecule in the interlayer space of the clay minerals depending on the 
relative humidity in air. Transparent hybrid film was prepared by the method developed 
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in chapter 5.62 We examined to prepare the transparent hybrid film composed of 
magnesium tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridiniumyl)porphyrin (MgTMPyP) and Smecton SA 
(SSA) which is one of the typical clay minerals. The dependency of UV-Vis. absorption 
spectra of this hybrid film on relative humidity was investigated. Obtained hybrid film 
shows the reversible visible color change depending on the relative humidity.  
 
6.2. Experimental section 
 Materials 
MgTMPyPCl4 was purchased from Mid-century, and purity was checked by 1H-NMR 
and thin layer chromatography. Smecton SA (SSA), which was used as a synthetic 
cation exchangeable clay mineral was purchased from Kunimine industry. The 
stoichiometric formula of SSA is [(Si7.20Al0.80)(Mg5.97Al0.03)O20(OH)4]-0.77(Na0.49 
Mg0.14)+0.77, the theoretical surface area is 750 m2 g-1, and the cation exchangeable 
capacity (CEC) is 1.00 meq g-1.63,64 The average area per an anionic site is calculated to 
be 1.25 nm2, and the average distance between anionic sites on the SSA sheets is 
estimated to be 1.2 nm on the basis of a hexagonal array. The glass substrate (cover 
glass, 24 mm × 24 mm, thickness is 0.145±0.025 mm) was purchased from Matsunami 
Glass IND., LTD. The structural image of MgTMPyP and SSA were shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Structural image of tetrakis(1-methyl-4-pyridiniumyl)porphyrin 
(MgTMPyP(a)), Smecton SA (SSA, (b)) 
 
Preparation of SSA Film 
The glass substrate was sonicated with water for 30 min and then treated in sulfuric acid 
(Kanto Chemical, 96%) overnight at room temperature. Then, the glass substrate was 
washed with enough water. 2 mL of SSA dispersion (100 mg L−1 in water:dioxane = 4:1 
(v:v)) was filtered through a PTFE membrane filter (pore size = 0.1 µm). Because few 
SSA was observed in the filtrate, SSA was almost filtered (ca. 99%). The transparent 
SSA thin film was obtained by transferring the residue upon the glass substrate.61,65 The 
thin film was dried up under vacuum overnight. 
 
Preparation of Hybrid Film Composed of SSA and MgTMPyP 
 The hybrid films composed of SSA and MgTMPyP were prepared according to the 
literature.62 The SSA thin films were immersed in water : ethanol = 1 : 2 (v : v) solution 
containing MgTMPyP for 48-72 h at room temperature with constant stirring.  
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Measurement of UV-Vis. Absorption Spectra at Each Relative Humidity Condition 
Vapor pressure of the aqueous solution can be controlled by the solute, thus relative 
humidity in the closed container can be controlled by the saturated salt aqueous solution 
where presence in the container.66 The image of the experiment system was shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Image of the experiment system 
 
 Closed cap cell, glass cap, humidity and temperature instrumentation and hybrid film 
was treated in closed container in presence of saturated aqueous solution of the salt. The 
satulated salt aqueous solutions of ZnBr, CaBr2, MgBr2, Zn(NO3)2, Ni(NO3)2, NaBr, 
Mg(C2H3O2)2, NaClO3, KBr, and Na2HPO4 were used to control the relative humidities. 
The relative humidities of the each saturated salt aqueous solutions were reported as 
8.1%, 16.2%, 31.5%, 38.5%, 48.6%, 58%, 65%, 75%, 84%, and 95%, respectively. The 
relative humidity in closed container was monitored by humidity instrumentation. After 
relative humidity became constant over 1 H, hybrid film was set in the quartz cell, then 
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the quartz cell was closed with cap. In the case of low relative humidity condition, dried 
air was flowed in container. After that, the container was closed and stood until RH 
became constant over 1H. In the case of vacuum condition measurement, the closed cell 
was vacuated as shown in figure3.  
      
Figure 3. Image of the optical cuvette to measure the absorption spectra under vacuum 
condition 
Analysis 
 UV-Vis. absorption spectra were obtained on Shimadzu UV-3150. The fluorescence 
spectra were measured with Jasco FP-6600 spectrofluorometer, and wavelength of 
excitation light was set at absorption maximum wavelength of the each sample. The 
glass substrate was set at 45 degree against the direction of excitation light source and 
the detector of emission as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Layout image for fluorescence measurement (Top view) 
 
 The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern was measured with a RINT TTRIII(Rigaku). 
 
6.3. Result and discussion 
Intercalation reaction of MgTMPyP into interlayer space of SSA 
 The typical absorption spectral change of immersion solution between immersion 
process is shown in Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 5. (a) Absorption spectral change of immersion solution (b) absorbance of 
MgTMPyP in solution at each time 
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 MgTMPyP in solution was decreased in the immersion process, and color of SSA film 
were changed from colorless to green. It indicated that MgTMPyP adsorbed on SSA 
film. The MgTMPyP in solution were almost disappeared till 72 hours after, and ca. 
94% MgTMPyP was decreased at each loading level. The exactly loading level of the 
MgTMPyP was determined by following equation,  
 
Loading level / % versus CEC =(C0-C)×Vi×qMg/(M×qSSA)×100 (eq. 1) 
  
where C0 indicates initial concentration of MgTMPyP in immersion solution(mol L-1), 
C is finally concentration of MgTMPyP immersed solution(mol L-1), Vi indicates of the 
volume of immersion solution, qMg is valence of the MgTMPyP (4 eq / mol), M is the 
mass of the SSA (g) and qSSA is cation exchange capacity of the SSA(1.00 ×10-3 eq g-1). 
The mass of SSA (M) could be calculated by following equation 2. 
 
M / g =  V × C (eq. 2) 
 
,where V indicates the volume of the filtered SSA dispersion (2 mL) and C is the 
concentration of filtered SSA dispersion (100 mg L−1), respectively.  The photograph 
of obtained hybrid film was shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Photograph of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film 
 
As shown in Figure 6, the transparency of the obtained film is enough to measure the 
transmission spectra. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were carried out to 
determine the interlayer distances of SSA film and MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films. XRD 
pattern of the SSA film and MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film at each MgTMPyP loadings 
were shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. XRD pattern of the SSA film and MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films at various 
MgTMPyP loadings. 
 
The diffraction pattern of SSA film was observed at 6.9 degree, and this pattern well 
corresponds with the pattern of SSA (001). The interlayer distance of SSA nano-sheet in 
SSA film is calculated as 0.31 nm considering the thickness of the nano-sheet (0.97 nm). 
The diffraction patterns of the MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films were shifted to low angle 
compared to the SSA only film. It indicated that the interlayer space of MgTMPyP/SSA 
hybrid films were extended because of the intercalation of MgTMPyP to the interlayer 
space of SSA nano-sheet. The interlayer space of SSA nano-sheet where MgTMPyP 
were intercalated was estimated as 0.45 nm. Considering the thickness of the porphyrin 
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ring (ca0.3-0.35 nm), MgTMPyP was not form the face-to-face type dimer 
(H-aggregate), thus MgTMPyP was intercalated between SSA nanosheets as monolayer. 
In addition, orientation of MgTMPyP intercalated in the SSA nano-sheets would be 
almost in parallel to the SSA nano-sheets. The interlayer distance where MgTMPyP 
was intercalated is longer compared to the interlayer distance of SSA where free-base 
porphyrin was intercalated (0.37-0.42 nm), in spite of the fact that the thickness of 
MgTMPyP and free base porphyrin is almost same. As described later, it may suggest 
that coplanarization of porphyrin ring and meso substituted pyridinium groups of 
MgTMPyP is weak compared to the free base porphyrin, because of the week 
adsorptivity of MgTMPyP.   
 
UV-Vis. absorption and Fluorescence spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film  
The absorption spectra of MgTMPyP solution (without clay minerals), MgTMPyP 
adsorbed on exfoliated SSA surfaces, MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film were shown in 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Normalized UV-Vis. absorption spectra of MgTMPyP solution(without SSA, 
solid line), MgTMPyP on exfoliated SSA surfaces (broken line), MgTMPyP/SSA fybrid 
film (dotted line) 
 
The maximum absorption wavelength of MgTMPyP adsorbed on SSA surfaces was 
shifted to longer wavelength compared to the MgTMPyP solution(450 nm → 494 nm). 
This considerable spectral change would be ascribed to the coplanarization of the 
peripheral mesosubstituted pyridinium groups and the porphyrin ring on the SSA 
surfaces.11,36-38 Also absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA film, which MgTMPyP was 
intercalated into the interlayer space of SSA nano-sheet, shows further red shift 
compared to MgTMPyP adsorbed on SSA surfaces. It indicated that coplanarization of 
MgTMPyP intercalated in SSA nano-sheets was enhanced compared to the MgTMPyP 
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on SSA surfaces.67 The absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films, which 
loading level of MgTMPyP was changed from 4.2 to 38.9% versus CEC were shown in 
Figure 9.  
 
Figure 9. UV-Vis. absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films in which loading 
level of MgTMPyP were set at from 4.2 to 38.9% versus CEC. 
 
The shapes of absorption spectra of each MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films were not 
changed till 30% versus CEC of SSA as shown in figure 9. It indicated that MgTMPyP 
intercalated into SSA nano-sheets was not aggregated in the interlayer space, because 
complicated absorption spectral change due to the increase of MgTMPyP loadings 
would be observed if MgTMPyP were aggregated. The absorbance−loading level of 
MgTMPyP plot was shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. Absorbance−loading level of MgTMPyP plot of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film 
 
The linearity of the plot in Figure 11 was kept until the 31% versus CEC, thus these 
results indicated that MgTMPyP was intercalated into interlayer space of SSA 
nano-sheet till 31% versus CEC without aggregation. The saturated adsorption amount 
without aggregation of MgTMPyP into SSA nano-sheet was estimated as 31% versus 
CEC. This saturated adsorption amount of MgTMPyP is lower than the saturated 
adsorption amount of the free base porphyrin, that is 
5,10,15,20-tetrakis(N-methylpyridinium-4-yl)porphyrin  into SSA film (35% versus 
CEC). The saturated adsorption amount of MgTMPyP and free base porphyrin on 
exfoliated SSA surfaces is 100 and 89% versus CEC, respectively. It suggested that 
adsorption force of free base porphyrin is stronger compared to MgTMPyP. We 
reported that electrostatic interaction between cation of the dye and anionic site on the 
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surfaces affects to the adsorption force of the dyes to the clay surfaces. Although 
diameter of Mg ion, which insert into porphyrin ring, is not large compared to the 
thickness the porphyrin, we consider that Mg ion and the axial ligand of Mg ion is avoid 
the approach of the cationic site to the anionic site on SSA sufaces because of their 
steric effect. The electrostatic interaction depends on the distance between anion and 
cation, thus adsorption force of the MgTMPyP is weaker compared to the free base 
porphyrin which does not have any steric hindrance. In addition, this weak electrostatic 
interaction between porphyrin molecules and clay surfaces would affect to the 
coplanarization of pyridinium ring and porphyrin ring. The shift of the maximum 
absorption wavelength of free base porphyrin due to the adsorption on/intercalation 
between SSA nano-sheet is larger compared to MgTMPyP, and the interlayer distance, 
and the interlayer distance of SSA where free base porphyrin was intercalated was 
shorter than in the case of MgTMPyP. These observations would support the difference 
of the electrostatic and adsorption strength between free base porphyrin and MgTMPyP. 
In fact, saturated adsorption amount of MgTMPyP on/in SSA surfaces was lower than 
the saturated adsorption amount of free base porphyrin. This relsust also suggested that 
absorption force of the MgTMPyP to SSA surfaces is weaker compared to fee base 
porphyrin. The Fluorescence spectra of MgTMPyP in solution, adsorbed on SSA 
surfaces, intercalated between SSA sheets were shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Normalized fluorescence spectra of MgTMPyP solution(without SSA, solid 
line), MgTMPyP on exfoliated SSA surfaces (broken line), MgTMPyP/SSA fybrid film 
(dotted line) 
 
 The fluorescence spectra of MgTMPyP adsorbed on/intercalated into SSA nano-sheets 
also showed the red shift which similar to absorption spectral shift. It would also be 
ascribed to the coplanarization of porphyrin ring and meso substituted pyridinium 
groups. In addition, fluorescence spectral shapes of MgTMPyP in each matrix are 
almost same, thus it suggested that new luminescence spices such as excimer and 
J-dimer (head-to-tail type dimer) was not formed in the interlayer space of SSA sheets.  
 
Chromism of the MgTMPyP/SSA Hybrid Film Depending on Relative Humidity 
 To examine the reversible color change, which was called chromism, of 
MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film depending on the relative humidity, absorption spectra of 
MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under each relative humidity condition were measured. 
The obtained normalized absorption spectra were shown in Figure 13.  
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 Figure 13. Normalized absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film at each 
relative humidity condition 
Inset : ampliation of the Soret band 
 
The maximum absorption wavelength of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film was depended on 
the RH as shown in Figure 13. The maximum absorption wavelength of 
MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film was shifted to long wavelength (514 nm) under vacuum 
condition. Then the λmax showed continuously blue shift with increasing of relative 
humidity. The relative humidty −λmax plot was shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14.λmax of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films under each RH condition.  
 
As shown in Figure 14, the λmax of MgTMPyP was shifted to longer wavelength with 
increasing of the relative humidty continuously until ca. RH45%, then the λmax of the 
hybrid film was constant above relative humidity 45%. The photograph of 
MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid under each RH condition was shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15. Photograph of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under various RH condition (a) 
under vacuum condition, (b) relative humidity 4%, (c) relative humidity 26%, (d) in 
water 
 
The color of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film was pink under vacuum condition (shown in 
Fiure 14-(a)). On the other hand, the color of this film was changed to pale orange under 
high relative humidity condition as shown in Figure 14-(c). In addition, color of the 
hybrid film under 26%, which was shown in Figure 14-(b), is different from the color of 
the film under vacuum and high relative humidity condition. These spectral shift and 
color change of the hybrid film is reversible. These observations indicated that there is a 
possibility this MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film can be utilized as sensor for the relative 
humidity. Furthermore, this chromism of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film clearly observed 
by the increasing of the absorbance. The photograph of deep colored MgTMPyP/SSA 
hybrid film (thickness of the film was increased ca. 2 times compared to the 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film which was shown in Figure14) was shown in Figure 16. 
 
         
 
Figure 16. The chromism of the deep colored MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film (a) under low 
relative humidity condition (b) under high relative humidity condition 
 
As shown in Figure 16-(a), the color of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film was deep pink 
under low relative humidity condition, then the color of the deep colored hybrid film 
was changed to lime green under high relative humidity condition. The mechanism of 
this chromism would be ascribed to the change of coplanarization of the pyridinium 
group and porphyrin ring of MgTMPyP which was intercalated into the interlayer space 
of the SSA nano-sheets.67 Interlayer distance of clay minerals depends on the relative 
humidity, and the interlayer distance was extended under high relative humidity 
condition compared to under low relative humidity or vacuum condition, because 
amount of interlayer water and number of hydrated water of cation, which was counter 
ion of anion on the clay surfaces, depend on the relative humidity. Considering this 
a) b) 
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phenomena, interlayer distance of SSA is narrow under low relative humidity or 
vacuum condition because of the less interlayer water, thus the coplanarization of 
MgTMPyP is strong, thus absorption spectra was shifted to longer wavelength. On the 
other hand, interlayer distance of SSA nano-sheet was extended under high relative 
humidity condition because of the rich interlayer water, thus coplanarization of 
MgTMPyP would be weak compared to the under low relative humidity condition. 
Thus, the absorption spectra of MgTMPyP showed the blue shifted compared to under 
low relative humidity condition. We believe above expected mechanism is the cause of 
the chromism of the MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid films depending on the relative humidity. 
The image of these expected mechanism was shown in Figure 17. 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Image of the expected chromism mechanism of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film 
depending on the relative humidity 
 
Vapochromism of the MgTMPyP /SSA Hybrid Film 
 To examine the chromism by the other vapor pressure of organic solvents, UV-Vis 
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absorption spectra of MgTMPyP under the saturated vapor of the organic solvent were 
demonstrated. The absorption spectra were measured in the closed cuvette as shown in 
Figure 18.  
 
 
Figure 18. Image of the cuvette to measure the absorption spectra under various organic 
solvent vapor. 
 
Ethanol, dichloromethane, hexane, acetonitrile, 1,4-dioxane and 
N,N-dimethylformamide was used as solvents. The photograph of the MgTMPyP under 
each organic solvent vapor was shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Photograph of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under various organic solvent 
vapor, (a) water, (b) Ethanol, (c) dichloromethane (d) hexane, 
 (e) acetonitrile, (f) 1,4-dioxane (g) N,N-dimethylformamide. 
 
The color of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under ethanol vapor was not changed, also the 
color of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under vapor of methanol, acetone was not changed 
(not shown). On the other hand, color of the film was slightly changed under the 
hydrophobic solvent, such as dichloromethane and hexane. In addition, the color of this 
film was changed to green under acetonitrile, 1,4-dioxane, N,N-dimethylformamide. To 
discuss the mechanism of this color change, absorption spectra under these organic 
solvents vapors were measured. UV-Vis. absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid 
film under various organic solvent vapors were shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. UV-Vis. absorption spectra 
 (a) under hexane (solid line), dichloromethane(dotted line) and ethanol (broken line) 
vapor  
(b) acetonitrile (dotted line), 1,4-dioxane (broken line), N,N-dimethylformamide (solid 
line). 
The maximum of absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid under dichrolomethane 
and hexane vapor was almost same as under low humidity condition. It indicated that 
the coplanarization of the MgTMPyP was not changed. On the other hand, λmax of 
MgTMPyP under ethanol vapor was almost unchanged from high relative humidity 
condition. It may suggest that hydrophobic solvents, such as dichloromethane and 
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hexane, were not inserted into the interlayer space of SSA nano-sheets. On the other 
hand, hydrophilic solvents such as alcohol could insert into interlayer space of SSA 
nano-sheets because surfaces and counter cation of the SSA is hydrophilic. Interestingly, 
the absorption spectra of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under acetonitrile, 1,4-dioxane 
and N,N-dimethylformamide showed the drastic spectral changes compared to ethanol, 
dichloromethane and hexane vapor, and λmax of MgTMPyP/SSA hybrid film under 
N,N-dimethylformamide and acetonitrile was 445 nm. We reported that orientation of 
the porphyrin molecules adsorbed on the exfoliated SSA surfaces have been changed 
with addition of the organic solvents, and absorption maximum of porphyrin whose 
orientation was changed was shifted to shorter wavelength because coplanarization of 
porphyrin molecules was released. The spectral change, which was shown in Figure 
19-(b), is similar to the orientation change of the porphyrin molecules on exfoliated clay 
surfaces. It is supposed that orientation of the MgTMPyP intercalated into the interlayer 
space of SSA nano-sheet were changed by the organic solvent vapor, and the 
coplanarization of porphyrin ring and meso substituted pyridinium groups was released, 
thus absorption maximum of MgTMPyP were shifted to shorter wavelength. However, 
The absorption spectrum of MgTMPyP under acetonitrile vapor has two absorption 
maximum at 445 nm and 500 nm. The absorption band at ca. 500 nm, which would be 
ascribed to MgTMPyP whose orientation was not changed, suggests the presence of 
MgTMPyP whose orientation was not changed. The orientation change of MgMTPyP 
or free base porphyrin is very similar to the orientation change behavior of porphyrin 
molecules adsorbed on exfoliated SSA surfaces.69-72 This orientation change would be 
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related to the donor number, acceptor number and hydrogen bond parameter of the 
organic solvents. However, we supposed that there are not orientation change but also 
swelling of the interlayer space of SSA nano-sheets to change the absorption spectra of 
intercalated porphyrin molecules, and these phenomena (orientation change of 
porphyrin molecules and swelling of SSA) would depend on the different parameter. I 
cannot reveal what is the most important parameter to change the orientation of 
porphyrin molecules and what is depended on to change the interlayer distance of the 
SSA nano-sheets. We supposed that the fundamental controlling factor to change the 
orientation of porphyrin molecules adsorbed on/intercalated between SSA nano-sheets 
would revealed by our future works. 
 
6.4. Conclusion 
This chapter concerned with the functionality of hybrid transparent thin film composed 
of magnesium-tetracationic porphyrin and clay minerals, which is one of the inorganic 
layered materials. This hybrid film showed chromism depending on the relative 
humidity. The color of this hybrid film was changed form pink to orange with 
increasing of relative humidity, then absorption maximum due to Soret band of 
intercalated MgTMPyP was shifted from 514 nm to 501 nm respectively. In the case of 
bathochromic  film, the visual color changes of those films were clearly observed 
compared to diluted film. This chromism depends on softly structural change of the 
intercalated MgTMPyP. This hybrid film would be useful as sensing device for relative 
humidity.  
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Chapter 7 
Energy Transfer and Subsequent Electron Transfer between Assembled Dyes on 
the Clay Surfaces 
 
7.1. Introduction 
  Natural photosynthesis in plants has been one of the most interesting topics in science 
because of not only their functionality, which is a conversion of photo-energy to 
chemical energy, but also their mechanism to realize the efficient light harvesting, 
charge separation and chemical reactions.1-4 In an initial process of natural 
photosynthesis, energy of the sunlight is collected and is transferred to reaction center 
by light harvesting system with energy transfer reaction.5-12 Then subsequent electron 
transfer reaction proceeds in the reaction center by accepting excited energy from light 
harvesting system. These flow controlled photochemical reaction is supposed to be 
realized by optimized photochemical properties of dyes and an appropriate spatial 
arrangement of dyes.4,6,7 Both energy and electron transfer reaction have attracted great 
interest and have been investigated theoretically and experimentally.13-28 In covalently 
linked system, the conjugation of energy transfer reaction and electron transfer reaction 
has been examined as a model system mimicking natural photosynthesis.29-34 On the 
other hand, there are few reports on their conjugation especially in supramolecular 
systems. In recent years, it is revealed that the light-harvesting system is composed of 
well-organized hundreds of chlorophyll molecules.6,7 To realize such practical light 
harvesting systems, supramolecular systems seem to be essential.  Inspired by this idea, 
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a construction of arranged assembly of functional dyes has been investigated to achieve 
artificial light-harvesting system in supramolecular assemblies of organic molecules. In 
recent years, we have examined artificial light harvesting system using inorganic 
nanosheet as host materials.35-39 By using our original methodology that can suppress 
aggregation behavior of organic dyes on the inorganic surface, we have reported 
efficient supramolecular light harvesting systems. In this chapter, we have examined the 
conjugation of such light harvesting type energy transfer and subsequent electron 
transfer reaction in supramolecular system composed of inorganic nanosheet with 
chemical reaction flow control. To realize such system, three components are necessary 
at least, that is energy donor (EnD) and energy acceptor (EnA) and electron acceptor 
(eA) as shown in Figure 1. If three components are mixed, a reaction flow control 
should be necessary to suppress the unfavorable side reactions such as electron transfer 
from EnD to EnA and/or eA.   
 
 
Figure 1. Reaction flow in three components system.  
 
   In this chapter, we tried to combine capsulation technique and molecular 
arrangement technique on the inorganic surface.  Since electron transfer requires a 
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molecular collision or a close approach between molecules, a capsulation of EnD should 
suppress its electron transfer reactions.  On the other hand, energy transfer reaction is 
still possible for such capsulated system, in the case of Förster type energy transfer.17,28   
  Takagi’s group developed a molecular arrangement technique as follows.  We have 
used clay minerals, which is one of the typical inorganic nano-sheet materials, as a 
novel host material to construct assembly of guest functional dyes. Saponite whose 
structure was shown in Figure 1-(a) is a group of clay materials characterized by (1) 
nanostructured flat sheets (thickness is 0.97 nm), (2) negatively charged surfaces, (3) 
optical transparency in the visible region in the exfoliated state, when the particle size is 
small (ca. <200 nm). We reported that multivalent cationic dyes adsorb on the clay 
surfaces without aggregation, and formation of these novel un-aggregated dye 
assemblies on the clay surfaces is attributed to size matching of the distance between 
cationic site of the dyes and anionic site on the clay surfaces. We called this unique 
technique as Size matching effect or inter-charge distance matching effect.  
Furthermore, we demonstrated energy transfer reaction between two kinds of 
co-adsorbed dyes on the clay surfaces to construct artificial light harvesting system.   
  Ramamurthy’s group has demonstrated the value of an organic cavitand with eight 
ammonium groups (Octa-Amine which shown in Figure 2-(b), abbreviated as OAm216+ 
represents protonated capsular assembly having 16 positive charges) in controlling the 
excited-state behavior of molecules and also has shown that a guest-encapsulated 
OAm216+ capsule could adsorb on inorganic layered materials’ surfaces, such as clay 
and α-Zr(IV) phosphate.40-43 Recently, they reported efficiently energy transfer reaction 
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between cationic porphyrin (used as EnA) and capsulated neutral dyes (used as EnD) in 
OAm216+. In this report, we tried connecting this energy transfer reaction to subsequent 
electron transfer reaction for constructing the reaction flow controlled three components 
system as shown in Figure 1 (bold line). The capsulation of EnD by cavitand OAm216+ 
would suppress the electron transfer reaction between capsulated EnD and enclosed 
cationic guest molecules (EnD and/or eA) by suppressing the collision or close 
approach between EnD and other molecules.  2-acetylanthracene (abbreviated as AA, 
shown in Figure 2-(c)), tetrakis(1-methylpyridinium-4-yl)porphyrinatozinc(abbreviated 
as ZnTMPyP4+, shown in Figure 2-(d)) and 1,1'-bis (2,4-dinitrophenyl) 
-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride (Abbreviated as DNPV2+, shown in Figure 2-(e)) were 
used as EnD, EnA (as well as eD) and eA, respectively.  Among these, AA was 
capsulated in OAm216+ in the present system. These guest molecules were assembled on 
the clay surface without aggregation, and energy transfer reaction and subsequent 
electron transfer reaction was demonstrated in this dyes-clay assembly system. We 
believe this novel three components system assembled on the clay surface will open the 
new window toward a realization of bio-mimicking artificial photosynthetic system. 
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Figure 2. Structure of (a) Saponite, (b) Octa-Amine (OAm), (c) 2-acetylanthracene 
(AA), (d) tetrakis(1-methylpyridinium-4-yl)porphyrinatozinc (ZnTMPyP4+), (e) 
1,1'-bis(2,4-dinitrophenyl)-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride (DNPV2+). 
 
 
7.2. Experimental section 
Materials 
  The synthetic saponite clay mineral used in this experiment was purchased from 
Kunimine Industries. The organic cavitand with amine functionality Octa-Amine 
(OAm) was synthesized according to the reported procedure.40 The guest molecules AA, 
ZnTMPyP4+, and DNPV2+ were purchased from Aldrich, Frontier scientific and Tokyo 
Chemical Industry, respectively. The purities of them were checked by 1H-NMR and 
used as received. Water was deionized with an ORGANO BB-5A system (PF filter × 2 
+ G-10 column).  
 
Analysis 
  Absorption spectra were measured with a Shimadzu UV-3150 spectrophotometer. 
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Fluorescence spectra were measured with an Edinburgh FS920CDT fluorometer 
equipped with a xenon lamp. For absorption and fluorescence measurements, a quartz 
cell was used. TG/DTA measurements were carried out with a Shimadzu DTG-60H 
analyzer to determine the water content of materials. The time-resolved fluorescence 
measurement was conducted under photoncounting conditions (Hamamatsu Photonics, 
C4334 streak scope, connected with CHROMEX 250IS polychrometer) with an 
EKSPLA PG-432 optical parametric generator (430 nm, 25 ps fwhm, 20 µJ, 1 kHz) 
pumped by the third harmonic radiation of Nd3+ :YAG laser, EKSPLA PL2210JE (355 
nm, 25 ps fwhm, 300 µ J, 1 kHz). The laser flux was reduced with neutral density filters 
to avoid multiphoton absorption processes and nonlinear effects. The time-resolved 
fluorescence spectra were not corrected; thus, the obtained spectral shape was not the 
same as that of the steady state fluorescence spectroscopy even under the same 
condition.  
 
Sample preparation 
  Solution of OAm216+ and AA included in OAm216+ under acidic condition (pH = 1.0) 
were obtained by following the previously reported procedure. 40,42 Inclusion of AA 
within OAm216+ and the ratio of the host to guest complex were checked by 1H-NMR 
measurements and NMR titration experiments in water under acidic conditions (pH = 
1.0).  This capsulated AA in OAm216+ is abbreviated as AA@OAm216+. Obtained stock 
solution of AA@OAm216+ was diluted by HCl aqueous solution, and the pH of that 
diluted stock solution was kept at 1.0. Guest molecules∩clay complex were obtained by 
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following procedure. (The symbol of ∩ represents the adsorption of guests on the clay 
nano-sheets.) HCl aqueous solution and stock solutions of each guest molecules were 
added into cuvette. Concentration of HCl aqueous solution was changed to keep the pH 
of obtained complex dispersion at 1.0. Then clay dispersion was added under stirring. 
All of the guest molecules were anchored on clay surfaces with electrostatic interaction 
between positively charges in the guest molecules and negatively charges on the clay 
surfaces.  
  According to our previous results, AA@OAm216+ was adsorbed on the clay surface 
without aggregation up to 400% versus cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the clay.42  
It indicated that AA@OAm216+ was adsorbed on the clay surfaces by 4 of 16 cationic 
sites of them. Actually, AA@OAm216+ with 16 positive charges acts like a tetra-cationic 
porphyrin, indicating the only 4 cationic charges on the bottom of the AA@OAm216+ 
anchors to the clay surface. In this paper, [the number of AA@OAm216+] × 4 was used 
to express the loading levels on the clay surface (% vs CEC of the clay) in the case of 
AA@OAm216+. On the other hand, ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ adsorbed on the clay 
surfaces by all of their cationic sites.44,45 Thus the number of the ZnTMPyP4+× 4 and 
the number of DNPV2+× 2 was used to express the loading levels on the clay surface, 
respectively. The loading levels of AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ were set at 10% 
versus CEC of the clay, thus ratio of AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ corresponds to 1 
to 1. The loading level of DNPV2+ was changed to 5-80% versus CEC of the clay.  
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Calculation procedure for the energy transfer efficiency and the quenching efficiency 
We reported that the energy transfer efficiency (ηET) and the quenching efficiency (φq) 
can be quantitatively estimated by the analysis of the steady-state fluorescence spectra. 
The total fluorescence of (AA@OAm216+&ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay complex (FET(ν)) can be 
expressed by equation 1. 36 
 
FET v( ) = 1−ηET −φq( )×FD390 ν( )+ 1+
1−10−AD
1−10−AA ηET
#
$
%
&
'
(×FA390 ν( )  (eq. 1) 
 
where FET(ν) is the fluorescence spectrum of (AA@OAm216+&ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay 
complex, FD390(ν) and FA390(ν) are fluorescence spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay 
complex and ZnTMPyP4+∩clay complex, respectively, ηET is energy transfer efficiency 
defined in equation 2, φq is the quenching efficiency defined in equation 3, AD and AA 
is are the absorbance of AA@OAm216∩clay complex and ZnTMPyP4+∩clay complex at 
390 nm, respectively. 
 ηET =
kET
kET + kdD + k fD + kq
(eq. 2) 
ηET =
kq
kET + kdD + k fD + kq
 (eq. 3) 
 
where kdD is the sum of non-radiative deactivation rate constant and intersystem 
crossing rate constant of AA@OAm216+, kfD is the radiative deactivation rate constant of 
AA@OAm216+, kq is the quenching rate constant, and kET is energy transfer rate 
constant, respectively. On the basis of equation 1, the fluorescence spectrum, FET(ν) was 
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simulated with the use of the respective reference fluorescence spectra, FD390(ν) and 
FA390(ν). Thus, parameters ηET and φq can be obtained from the spectral simulation. 
However, when ZnTMPyP4+ was selectively excited by 610 nm wavelength light in 
(ZnTMPyP4+&AA@OAm216+)∩clay system, fluorescence intensity for ZnTMPyP4+ was 
increased compared to ZnTMPyP4+∩clay due to suppression of self quenching reaction 
as shown in Figure 5. Considering this result, FD390(ν), which is reference fluorescence 
spetrum of ZnTMPyP4+ ∩clay obtained by irradiation of the 390 nm wavelength light, 
also enhanced in presence of AA@OAm216+. Compensating rate (n) for this 
fluorescence increase could be estimated from fluorescence intensity of ZnTMPyP4+ on 
the clay surface by irradiation of the 610 nm wavelength light in absence and presence 
of AA@OAm216+.  
n = I
610
I0610 (eq. 4)
 
where I6100 and I610 is fluorescence intensity of ZnTMPyP4+ on the clay surface by 
irradiation of the 610 nm wavelength light in absence and presence of AA@OAm216+. 
Equation 5 was used to determine energy transfer and energy loss efficiency to 
compensate the fluorescence enhancement of ZnTMPyP4+. 
 
FET v( ) = 1−ηET −φq( )×FD390 ν( )+ 1+
1−10−AD
1−10−AA ηET
#
$
%
&
'
(×nFA390 ν( )  (eq. 5) 
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Calculation of Gibbs free energy change(ΔGel) for the two electron transfer reaction 
Changes of Gibbs free energy (ΔGel) for the two electron transfer reaction (between 
capsulated AA in OAm216+ and DNPV2+, between ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+) could be 
calculated with following equation proposed by Rehm and Weller (eq. 6).22,23 
 
(eq. 6) 
 
where E0(D+/D) is oxidation potential of electron donor, E0(A/A-) is reduction potential 
of DNPV2+(+0.02 V vs. SHE, ), and ΔG00 is excitation energy, respectively. The 
oxidation potentials of AA and ZnTMPyP are reported as +1.66 V (vs. SHE in MeCN) 
and +1.18 V ( vs. SHE, in water), respectively. The each ΔG00 of AA@OAm216+ and 
ZnTMPyP4+ are calculated as 2.94 eV and 1.91 eV from fluorescence and absorption 
spectra, respectively. The ΔGel for both of electron transfer reaction between AA and 
DNPV2+, and between ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ were calculated as -127.9 and -84.1 kJ 
mol-1, respectively. Although redox potentials of the molecules adsorbed on clay or 
included in cavitand would different from them in solution, these ΔGel are sufficiently 
exergonic for occurrence for electron transfer reaction.  
 
 
 
 
ΔGel (kcal mol−1) = 23.06 E 0 (D+ /D) − E 0 (A / A− )#$ %&−wp −ΔG00
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Calculation procedure for the energy transfer, electron transfer and energy loss 
efficiency in three components system. 
Electron transfer efficiency between ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV4+ could be determined by 
following equation 9. 
φeT =1−m  (eq. 7) 
m = I
61 !0
I 610 (eq. 8) 
where I610 and I610’ is fluorescence intensity of (AA@OAm216+&ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay and 
(AA@OAm216+&ZnTMPyP4+&DNPV2+)∩clay by irradiation of the 610 nm wavelength 
light, respectively. Likewise, the reference fluorescence spectrum for ZnTMPyP4+ 
(F(ν)A390) must be also quenched in presence of DNPV2+, thus energy transfer and 
energy loss efficiency could be calculated by equation 11. 
 
FET v( ) = 1−ηET −φq( )×FD390 ν( )+ 1+
1−10−AD
1−10−AA ηET
#
$
%
&
'
(×nmFA390 ν( )   (eq. 9) 
 
7.3. Results and discussion 
Absorption spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay, ZnTMPyP4+∩clay, DNPV2+∩clay  
   Absorption spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay, ZnTMPyP4+∩clay, DNPV2+∩clay were 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Absorption spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay (solid line), ZnTMPyP4+∩clay 
(broken line), DNPV2+∩clay (dotted line). 
Concentration of the AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+, DNPV2+ and clay were set at 1.0 × 
10-5 M (corresponding to 50% versus CEC of the clay), 1.0 × 10-6 M (corresponding to 
5% versus CEC of the clay), 1.7 × 10-5 M (corresponding to 40% versus CEC of the 
clay) and 8.4 × 10-2 g L-1, respectively. 
 
  We reported that AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ molecules adsorbed on 
the clay surface up to 100, 100, 80% versus CEC without aggregation, respectively. It is 
important to note that both of ZnTMPyP4+ and AA@OAm216+ can be excited by 
wavelength of the light within the range of 390 to 420 nm, and adsorbed ZnTMPyP4+ on 
the clay surface is selectively excited by wavelength range of over 460 nm. Thus, 
energy transfer reaction could be demonstrated by excitation light within the range of 
390 to 420nm, and fluorescence quenching behavior of ZnTMPyP4+, which was not 
affected by energy transfer reaction, could be estimated by the fluorescence spectra 
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obtained by excitation light wavelength of 460 nm or more. This switching of stimulus 
and selective excitation is utilized to estimate the energy transfer and electron transfer 
efficiencies in three components system as described later. DNPV2+∩clay did not have 
absorption band in a wavelength over 380 nm as shown in Figure 3, thus DNPV2+ did 
not avoid the light absorption of AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ in this wavelength 
range, and photochemical reaction, such as electron transfer, of excited DNPV2+ can be 
excluded. 
 
Energy transfer reactionin in (AA@OAm216+(EnD)−ZnTMPyP4+ (EnA))∩clay system 
 The energy transfer reaction between AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+, that is A part in 
Figure 1, was demonstrated.We previously reported the energy transfer reaction 
between AA@OAm216+ and ZnMPyP4+ at high dye loadings (loading level of the 
AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ were set at 50% versus CEC of the clay, respectively) 
However, to construct the assembled structure composed of three kinds of guest 
molecules on the clay surfaces, vacant anionic sites on which DNPV2+ will adsorb is 
necessary. Thus the loading levels of AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ were set at 10% 
versus (CEC) of the clay, respectively.  Fluorescence spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay, 
ZnTMPyP4+∩clay and co-adsorbed sample for energy transfer 
{(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay} were shown in Figure 4. Excitation wavelength 
was set at 390 nm to measure these spectra. 
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Figure 4. Fluorescence spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay(blue broken line), 
ZnTMPyP4+∩clay (red dotted line) and (AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay (solid 
yellow line). The symbol () is Raman scatter light. 
Concentration of the AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+, and clay were set at 2.5 × 10-7 M 
(corresponding to 10% versus CEC of the clay), 2.5 × 10-7 M (corresponding to 10% 
versus CEC of the clay) and 1.0 × 10-2 g L-1, respectively.   
 
 In the energy transfer sample {(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay},the fluorescence 
intensity of the EnD (AA@OAm216+) decreased and intensity of the EnA (ZnTMPyP4+ ) 
increased compared to those of each monomer∩clay. It indicated an occurrence of 
energy transfer reaction between AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+. Interestingly, when 
ZnTMPyP4+ was selectively excited by an irradiation of 610 nm wavelength light, the 
fluorescence intensity of (AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay was also increased 
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compared to that of ZnTMPyP4+∩clay as shown in Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 5. Fluorescence spectra of ZnTMPyP4+∩clay (gray line) and 
(AA@OAm216+&ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay (black line). Excitation wavelength was set at 610 
nm. 
 
We reported that fluorescence intensity of ZnTMPyP4+ was slightly quenched by self 
fluorescence quenching reaction on the clay surfaces. We considered this increase of 
fluorescence would be ascribed to suppression of this self quenching reaction. It is 
supposed that ZnTMPyP4+ and AA@OAm216+ uniformly adsorbed on the clay surface, 
then collision of ZnTMPyP4+-to-ZnTMPyP4+ may be suppressed by AA@OAm216+ 
adsorbed between ZnTMPyP4+ molecules. To confirm the occurrence of energy transfer 
reaction, time resolved fluorescence measurements of 
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay were carried out. Excitation wavelengths were set 
at 468 nm and 410 nm light, respectively, and wavelength range of detection was set at 
690-780 nm to detect the fluorescence for ZnTMPyP4+. As described above, 
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ZnTMPyP4+ and AA@OAm216+ is simultaneously excited by 410 nm light, thus energy 
transfer reaction will occur by irradiation of 410 nm wavelength light. On the other 
hand, adsorbed ZnTMPyP4+ on the clay surface can be selectively excited by 468 nm 
wavelength light, thus energy transfer reaction will not occur by irradiation of 468 nm 
wavelength light. The normalized fluorescence decays by the irradiation of 410 and 468 
nm wavelength lights were shown in Figure 6. The decay curve obtained by 468 nm 
excitation light showed single exponential decay, and fluorescence lifetime was 
determined to be 0.79 ns. On the other hand, when excitation wavelength was set at 410 
nm, an obvious rise component was observed. This rise component strongly indicated 
the occurrence of energy transfer reaction between AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ on 
the clay surfaces. This decay curve (excited by 410 nm light) can be analyzed as a 
double-exponential decay with rise (<0.10 ns) and decay (0.79 ns) components.  
 
 
Figure 6.  Normalized time resolved fluorescence decays of 
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(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay by irradiation of the 410 nm wavelength 
light(black line) and 468 nm wavelength light(gray line). 
Inset: the enlarged figure around the peak top in Figure 6. 
Concentration of the AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+, and clay were set at 5.0 × 10-6 M 
(corresponding to 10% versus CEC of the clay), 5.0 × 10-6 M (corresponding to 10% 
versus CEC of the clay) and 0.2 g L-1, respectively. 
 
  Energy transfer efficiency was determined by the analysis of the fluorescence spectra 
according to the method outlined in the Experimental section. The energy transfer 
efficiency (ηET) and the quenching efficiency(φq), which were defined as equation 1 and 
2, were determined to be 67% and 5%, respectively.  
ηET =
kET
kET + kdD + k fD + kq
(eq. 1) 
φq =
kq
kET + kdD + k fD + kq
 (eq. 2)  
 
  The energy transfer reaction proceeded in spite of low dye loadings. It indicated that 
these guests adsorbed on clay would make island structure as shown in Figure 7, 
considering the distance dependence of fluorescence resonance energy transfer reaction.  
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Figure 7. Models of the adsorption distribution of (AA@OAm216+&ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay 
 
Electron transfer reaction between (AA@OAm216+(EnD)−DNPV2+(eA)) ∩clay system 
and (ZnTMPyP4+(EnA as well as eD)−DNPV2+)∩clay system  
 The objective electron transfer reaction between ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ (B part in 
Figure 1) and side electron transfer reaction between AA@OAm216+ and DNPV2+ was 
examined. Changes of Gibbs free energy (ΔGel) for the two electron transfer reaction 
described above was calculated with an equation proposed by Rehm and Weller, and 
details of calculations were outlined in Experimental section. The calculated ΔGel of 
both reaction are sufficiently exergonic, thus both electron transfer reaction will 
proceed.  
 The steady-state fluorescence was measured for AA@OAm216+∩clay and 
ZnTMPyP4+∩clay sample with and without DNPV2+. The absorption amount of 
DNPV2+ was set at 80% versus CEC of the clay. Fluorescence intensity of 
(AA@OAm216+)∩clay was not affected by the addition of DNPV2+ as can be seen in 
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Figure 8-(a).  On the other hand, The fluorescence spectra of ZnTMPyP4+∩clay was 
drastically decreased by the addition of DNPV2+ as can be seen in Figure 8-(b). These 
results indicate that a capsulation of molecule suppresses its electron transfer reaction 
quite effectively. It is important to note that absorption spectra of ZnTMPyP4+∩clay and 
(ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay were almost same, and this indicates that ZnTMPyP4+ did 
not interact with DNPV2+ on the clay surfaces, such as aggregation. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. (a) Fluorescence spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay (broken line) and 
(AA@OAm216+−DNPV2+)∩clay (solid line), (b) Fluorescence spectra of 
(ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay (broken line) and ZnTMPyP4+∩clay(solid line).  
Concentration of the AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+, DNPV2+ and clay were set at 2.5 × 
10-7 M (corresponding to 10% versus CEC of the clay), 2.5 × 10-7 M (corresponding to 
10% versus CEC of the clay), 4.0 × 10-6 M (cprresponding to the 80% versus CEC of 
the clay) and 1.0 × 10-2 g L-1, respectively. The symbol () is Raman scatter light.  
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  Electron transfer rate constant could be estimated by Stern-Volmer equation. 
However, this plot showed upward curvature as shown in Figure 9.  
 
 
Figure 9. I0/I plot of (ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay (round) and 
(AA@OAm216+−DNPV2+)∩clay systems(triangle). Horizontal axis is the loading level 
of DNPV2+. Concentration of DNPV2+ was changed from 0 to 4.0 × 10-6 M 
(corresponding to 0 and 80% versus CEC of the clay, respectively) 
 
Electron transfer rate constant could be estimated by following Stern-Volmer 
equation.28 
(eq.10) 
where I0 and I is fluorescence intensities in absence and presence of quencher, Q is 
concentration of the quencher, respectively. And Ksv is the Stern-Volmer constant from 
which one can estimate the rate constant of quenching reaction.  
(eq.11) 
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where τ0 is the life-time of the fluorophore and keT is electron transfer rate constant, 
respectively. The Stern-Volmer plots in both systems were shown in Figure 9. The 
slope of Stern-Volmer like plot for (AA@OAm216+−DNPV2+)∩clay system is almost 
zero. It indicated the electron transfer rate constant is very low. On the other hand, the 
value of I0/I in  (ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay system was increased with increase of 
DNPV2+ concentration. However, this plot showed upward curvature, thus keT could not 
be estimated from the slope of this Stern-Volmer plot. We believe reason of this upward 
curvature is un-uniform absorption distribution of ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+. Thus keT 
could not be estimated from the slope of this Stern-Volmer plot. To confirm that 
fluorescence quenching is dynamic process and to estimate the electron transfer rate 
constant between excited ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+, time-resolved fluorescence 
measurements were carried out. The time-resolved fluorescence decays of 
ZnTMPyP4∩clay  and (ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay were shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Time resolved fluorescence decay curves of ZnTMPyP4+∩clay(orange dot) 
and (ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay(red dot). The black solid lines were fitting curves for 
those decay profiles.  Concentration of the ZnTMPyP4+, DNPV2+ and clay were set at 
5.0 × 10-6 M (corresponding to 10% versus CEC of the clay), 8.0 × 10-5 M 
(corresponding to 80% versus CEC of the clay) and 0.2 g L-1, respectively. 
 
The electron transfer rate constant was calculated by following equation. 
       (eq. 12) 
where τ0 is lifetime of the ZnTMPyP4+∩clay and τi is each lifetime of the 
(ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay. The electron transfer rate constants were calculated as 
8.6 × 108 s-1 and 2.0 × 109 s-1, respectively. The absorption amount of DNPV2+ was set 
at 80% versus CEC of the clay. The decay curve for ZnTMPyP4+∩clay could be 
analyzed as a single exponential decay, and the lifetime was determined as 0.74 ns.  
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On the other hand, that of (ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay could be analyzed by a double 
exponential analysis, and the lifetime were determined to be 0.08 ns (77%) and 0.33 ns 
(23%).  This indicates that all ZnTMPyP4+ was quenched by DNPV2+ and there are 
two kinds of porphyrins in different situations on the clay surface. We considered that 
the adsorption distribution of ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ is not uniform as shown in 
Figure 11-(a).  
 
 
Figure 11. Models of the adsorption distribution of (ZnTMPyP4+&DNPV2+)∩clay 
(a)uniform distribution (b)un-uniform distribution 
 
Because if absorption distribution of ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ is uniform as shown in 
Figure 10-(b), the decay curve of (ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay would be able to be 
analyzed as single exponential.  
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Energy Transfer Reaction and Subsequent Electron Transfer Reaction in 
AA@OAm216+(EnD)−ZnTMPyP4+(EnA as well as eD)−DNPV2+(eA))∩Clay System 
  The fluorescence spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay, 
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay(energy transfer system) and 
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay (energy and subsequent electron transfer 
system) at each DNPV2+ loadings were shown in Figure 12. Excitation wavelength was 
set at 390 nm to obtain these fluorescence spectra. Fluorescence intensity of 
AA@OAm216+ was still quenched in (AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay 
compared to AA@OAm216+∩clay at every loading levels of DNPV2+. It indicated an 
occurrence of energy transfer reaction between AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ in spite 
of the presence of DNPV2+, because fluorescence of AA@OAm216+ was not quenched 
by DNPV2+. Fluorescence intensity of ZnTMPyP4+ decreased with increase of DNPV2+ 
loadings. It indicated an occurrence of electron transfer reaction between ZnTMPyP4+ 
and DNPV2+, thus these results indicated the occurrence of energy transfer reaction and 
subsequent electron transfer reaction in (AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay 
system. 
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Figure 12. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of AA@OAm216+∩clay(broken line), 
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+)∩clay(dotted line) and 
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay at each loading levels of DNPV2+(solid 
lines)  
Excitation wavelength was set at 390 nm. 
Concentration of the AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+ and clay were set at 2.5 × 10-7 M 
(corresponding to 10% versus CEC of the clay), 2.5 × 10-7 M (corresponding to 10% 
versus CEC of the clay), and 1.0 × 10-2 g L-1, respectively.  
Concentration of DNPV2+ was changed from 0 to 4.0 × 10-6 M (corresponding to 0 and 
80% versus CEC of the clay, respectively) 
The symbol () is Raman scatter light 
 
 
 Time resolved fluorescence decay of (AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay 
were carried out to elucidate occurrence of the energy transfer and subsequent electron 
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transfer reaction. Normalized time resolved fluorescence decays by the irradiation of the 
excitation light of 468 nm and 410 nm wavelength were shown in Figure 13. The 
fluorescence decay, where ZnTMPyP4+ was selectively excited, could be analyzed as 
double exponential curve in a similar way to the electron transfer system
(ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩ claysystem, and the life-time were determined as 0.04 ns 
(79%) and 0.30 ns (21%). These values were almost same as the lifetime for 
ZnTMPyP4+ in  (ZnTMPyP4+∩DNPV2+)∩clay system. On the other hand, when 
excitation wavelength was set at 410 nm, obvious delay was observed. This delay 
indicates the presence of rise component, and this rise component strongly indicated the 
occurrence of energy transfer reaction. Then, the decay component is clearly fast 
compared to the decay in the absence of DNPV2+. This fast decay indicated the 
occurrence of subsequent electron transfer next to the energy transfer reaction. This 
fluorescence decay could not be analyzed as double exponential, but could be analyzed 
tri-exponential curve composed from one rise component (<0.10 ns) and two decay 
components (0.05 ns and 0.33 ns).  
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Figure 13. Normalized time resolved fluorescence decay of  
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay by irradiation of the 468 nm wavelength 
laser pulse(gray line) and by irradiation of the 410 nm wavelength laser pulse(black 
line).  
Inset: the enlarged figure around the peak top in Figure 13.  
Concentration of the AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+, DNPV2+ and clay were set at 5.0 × 
10-6 M (corresponding to 10% versus CEC of the clay), 5.0 × 10-6 M (corresponding to 
10% versus CEC of the clay), 8.0 × 10-5 M (corresponding to 80% versus CEC of the 
clay) and 0.2 g L-1, respectively. 
 
 
  The efficiencies of energy transfer reaction, energy loss and electron transfer at each 
DNPV2+ loadings could be determined by the analysis of the fluorescence spectra 
according to the method outlined in the Experimental section. These efficiencies were 
summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Efficiencies of energy transfer, electron transfer and energy loss 
Loading level of DNPV2+ 
/ % versus CEC of the 
clay 0 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Energy transfer efficiency 0.67 0.68 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.70 
Electron transfer 
efficiency 0 0.1 0.25 0.43 0.58 0.66 0.7 0.79 0.8 0.81 
Energy loss efficiency 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.08 
 
  The energy transfer efficiency between AA@OAm216+ and ZnTMPyP4+ was little 
changed despite of the presence of DNPV2+, and average energy transfer efficiency is 
71%. The electron transfer efficiency between ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ were increased 
with increase of the amount of DNPV2+, the maximum electron transfer efficiency was 
81% when loading level of DNPV2+ is 80% versus CEC of the clay. Furthermore, 
average of energy loss, such as electron transfer reaction between AA@OAm2+ and 
DNPV2+, was smaller than 5%. These results indicates that selective energy transfer 
reaction and subsequent electron transfer reaction proceeded in 
(AA@OAm216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay system. Finally, we discussed the 
adsorption distribution of AA@OAm216+, ZnTMPyP4+ and DNPV2+ on the clay surface. 
The conceivable adsorption structures of them were shown in Figure 14. Energy transfer 
reaction depends on inter molecular distance, thus efficiently energy transfer reaction 
should not occurred in the cases of structure (a) or (b). In the case of (c), energy transfer 
will proceed, but efficiency of the energy transfer will be very low. Thus structure (a), 
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(b) and (c) will be denied, and the conceivable adsorption structure is Figure-(d), or (e). 
However, if the big island were formed as shown in structure-(d), the quenching of the 
ZnTMPyP will be not efficient because ZnTMPyP4+ surrounded by AA@OAm216+ or 
ZnTMPyP4+ would not be quenched sufficiently. We concluded that AA@OAm216+ and 
ZnTMPyP4+ were formed small islands, and those are surrounded by DNPV2+ such as 
structure-(e). 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Conceivable adsorption structures of 
(AA@Oam216+−ZnTMPyP4+−DNPV2+)∩clay (a) Inter-sheet segregation, (b)Uniform, 
(c)Segregation, (d) Formation of the large island composed of AA@Oam216+ and 
ZnTMPyP4+, (e) Formation of small islands composed of AA@Oam216+ and 
ZnTMPyP4+. 
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7.4. Conclusion 
  We proposed novel strategy to demonstrated the energy transfer reaction and 
subsequent electron transfer reaction between three kind of the dyes assembled on the 
clay surfaces. The energy donor was capsulated in cationic cavitand to control the 
photochemical reaction flow by suppressing the side electron transfer between EnD and 
eA. The average energy transfer efficiency in this sequential reaction system is 71%, 
and maximum efficiency of subsequent electron transfer reaction is 81%. Furthermore, 
side electron transfer reaction between energy donor and electron acceptor was 
suppressed, and average of energy loss was under 5%. We believe that this novel three 
components system assembled on the clay surface will allow us to make progress 
toward realization of biomimicking system for an artificial photosynthetic system. 
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Summary 
 
 Author examined the construction of the novel nano-structure materials composed of 
the inorganic layered materials, and the functionalities of the materials were examined 
in this thesis. The summaries of each part was follows. 
 
(i) Construction of the gold nano particles assembly on the clay surfaces 
 In this section, author demonstrated the construction of assembly of gold nano 
particles which have unique behaviors as inorganic nano particles on clay surfaces. We 
succeeded to generate uniformly dispersed small gold NPs without aggregation on the 
clay surface by the use of stopped flow mixer in mixing process, although gold NPs 
prepared by the typical mixing method using magnetic stirrer were aggregated. The 
uniform formation of the particle was confirmed by the analysis of TEM images. It 
should be noted that any protecting reagent was not used in the present system. In 
addition, smaller gold nano particles were deposited on montmorillonite surfaces 
modified with porphyrin molecules. The size of generated gold nano cluster was small 
and uniform without aggregation. The average size of gold nano particles on the 
modified MNT surfaces was 1.3 nm, and standard deviation of that was 0.4 nm. 
However it is impossible to construct the assembly of gold nano particles on 
montmorillonite surfaces with high density without aggregation. To achieve the 
objective gold NPs assembly, novel strategy, in which porphyrin assembly structure 
without aggregation on the clay surface was utilized as a template for generating gold 
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clusters, was examined. The uniformly gold clusters were deposited on the 
montmorillonite surfaces without aggregation, and average diameter of the gold cluster 
was 1.5 nm. In addition, the average inter-particle distance of the nearby gold NPs 
(center to center) was 2.3 nm. This inter-particle distance indicates that gold clusters 
generation would reflect the non-aggregated assembled structure of porphyrin 
molecules on the clay surface.  We believe that this Photosensitized Template 
Reduction (PTR) method would be useful as a new method to deposit metal NPs on the 
supporting materials. 
 
(ii) Construction of a accumulated structure of porphyrin/clay complex and the 
photo-functionality of the porphyrin molecules 
 The alternately accumulated structure composed of porphyrin monolayer and clay 
layer was constructed by the intercalation reaction, and transparent TMPyP/SSA hybrid 
thin film was obtained. The structure of the film was determined by XRD, polarized 
Vis-ATR spectroscopy. The fluorescence quantum yield of TMPyP/SSA hybrid films 
did not depend on the density of porphyrin, and significant fluorescence quenching was 
not observed at any density of porphyrin in the three dimensional system. The 
chromism depending on the relative humidity of this structure was investigated to 
demonstrate the photo-functionality of this film. The color of hybrid film composed of 
MgTMPyP and saponite clay was changed form pink to orange with increasing of 
relative humidity, then absorption maximum due to Soret band of intercalated 
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MgTMPyP was shifted from 514 nm to 501 nm respectively. In the case of deep colored 
film, the visual color changes of those films were clearly observed compared to diluted 
film. This chromism would depend on softly structural change of the intercalated 
MgTMPyP. 
 
(iii) Construction of the three component dyes’ assembly on clay surfaces and the 
photochemical reaction flow control utilizing the molecular container 
  We proposed novel strategy to demonstrated the energy transfer reaction and 
subsequent electron transfer reaction between three kind of the dyes assembled on the 
clay surfaces. The energy donor was capsulated in cationic cavitand to control the 
photochemical reaction flow by suppressing the side electron transfer between Energy 
donor and electron acceptor. The average energy transfer efficiency in this sequential 
reaction system is 71%, and maximum efficiency of subsequent electron transfer 
reaction is 81%. Furthermore, side electron transfer reaction between energy donor and 
electron acceptor was suppressed, and average of energy loss was under 5%. We believe 
that this novel three components system assembled on the clay surface will allow us to 
make progress toward realization of biomimicking system for an artificial 
photosynthetic system. 
Author believes that the possibility of the structural control with clay mineral would be 
expanded threw the works summarized in this thesis.  
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